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1. Introduction

Most scholarly and professional examinations of the social and economic repercussions of new computing developments are based on a
highly simplified conception of computing and social life. This conception
focuses on certain explicit economic, physical, or information processing
features of a technology. For the sake of simplicity, the social context in
which the technology is developed and used, and the history of participating organizations, are ignored. This conception also assumes rationality
on the part of computing developers and users which is neither very short
term nor based on narrow interests. Furthermore, it sees the main repercussions of a new technology as direct translations of technical attributes
into social attributes (e.g., faster data flows mean faster and better decisions). This conception informs many analyses of computing and related
activities: of the payoffs of new computing developments, of the costs to
be borne by developers and the broader public, of the extent to which different management strategies will yield more reliable and broadly workable computer-based systems. We call an analysis of computing which depends on these conceptions adiscrete-entity analysis, and such a model of
computing (activity) a discrete-entity model.
Examples of published analyses which rely upon a discrete-entity
model of computing are very common, and they form the conventional
logic for understanding the social repercussions of new computing developments. M a t of th.e accounts emphasizing the benefits of new cornpu:cr
technologies rely on discrete-entity models, and criticisms of new technical developments can also be based on these models. For example, some
analysts suggest that computerized systems will ensure that decision
makers are aided by the selective ability of computers to sift through
mounds of data, while other analysts argue that computers will rapidly increase the reams of data that decision makers must contend with. Despite
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these substantial differences in the conclusions reached, if the underlying
model of computer use isolates it from the actual work practices and organization of labor within which automated data systems are typically developed and used, it is a discrete-entity analysis.
Careful empirical studies of the actual outcomes of using automated
technologies such as automated information systems have often found
that the expected direct benefits do not materialize easily (Kling, 1978;
Laudon, 1974; Colton, 1978; Kraemer and King, 1981a). In special cases,
some automated systems are simply dismal failures (Dery, 1977; Brewer,
1973); they are delayed in development or sometimes abandoned late in
development, and if they work they are irrelevant or have to be worked
around (Comptroller General, 1980). Analysts who use a discrete-entity
model explain the occurrence of difficulties in realizing the direct benefits
of new computing technologies and the occurrence of unexpected negative side effects or outright failures by attributing blame to a set of discretely identifiable causes: the operating managers were inadequate; the
computer used was too small or cumbersome; promised data were not available; users were disinterested; there was insufficient support from top
managers; etc.
We believe that when discrete-entity models are applied to analyses of
the social consequences of socially complex computer applications and
the difficulties encountered in their use, the results are often misleading.
This article explains some of the limits of the conventional discrete-entity
models and develops a richer family of models-web models-which we
believe help make better predictions of the outcomes of using socially
complex computing developments.
In contrast to the discrete-entity models, which gain simplicity by ignoring the social context of computing developments, web models make
explicit the salient connections between a focal technology and its social
and political contexts. In this article we indicate that many published
analyses of computing developments are based on discrete-entity or web
models. Unfortunately, most social analysts of computing (or other high
technologies) rarely make their models explicit. We have abstracted the
discrete-entity and web models from a wide variety of professional and
scholarly studies.
The contrast between discrete-entity and web models can be usefully
illustrated by a simple example drawn from another technology: automobiles. Suppose a traffic analyst is asked to predict the effects of building a
new freeway connecting an urban center to a rural resort and passing
through a suburban ring surrounding the city, If the analyst employs a discrete-entity model, he is likely to treat demand for trips as fixed, view the
freeway as a medium for expanding travel capacity, and conclude that the
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new freeway will reduce congestion on existing highways. If he uses a
web model, he will view the new freeway as part of a larger transportation
system which is periodically congested, H e is unlikely to simply assume
that travel demand is fixed. Based on the history of other highway
projects in which demand for short trips rather than total demand is iixed,
he will consider the possibility that the new freeway will help satisfy demand for speedy trips. Net travel may increase. He may conclude that the
new freeway will increase the volume of net travel between the suburbs
and downtown, and between the nletropolitan area and the rural resort,
but that travel times will not be appreciably decreased during commuter
rush hours and peak vacation times. In short, the planner who uses a web
model is more likely to see a technical change (or new policy) as emhedded in a larger system of activity, as having consequences which depend
on peoples' actual behavior, and as taking place in a social world in which
the history of related changes may influence the new change.
In this simple example the web model is an open systems model. But
web models can be more far-reaching than simply being a version of "the
systems approach." A politically oriented web analyst may further ask
how the proposed freeway is routed and whose lands are crossed and
whose avoided (Caro, 1975). He may also inquire into the interests which
stlpport the freeway and those (if any) which oppose it so as to further
understand those interests it serves (Cornehls and Taebel, 1977, Chapter
5). Web analysts examine the interaction between people and technologies as part of a larger social and technical mosaic in which the development and use of the focal technology is embedded. In the case of technologies such as automobiles or electronic funds transfer systems, using the
technology requires one to negotiate a complex set of institutionalized arrangements as well as deal with the equipment.
By making these models explicit, we hope to shed some light on critical
assumptions which inform many published analyses of computing. The
two models reveal important emphases of these analyses. Like any idealization, they sharpen important differences; but they do not exaggerate
them. For example, no one is completely insensitive to the political context in which an organization develops a computerized model. Some analysts assume that the political relationships between an organization
which uses computerized models and other groups in its environment will
significantly influence the kind of model adopted, the way it is used, and
the repercussions of that use (web emphasis) (Kling, 1978b); technical details of the model and its computer implementation will be of secondary
importance. Other analysts hold that the adoption of a computerized
mathematical model to replace manual or intuitive calculations has far
greater influence on an organization's behavior with respect to computing
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than the political environment of the adopting agency (discrete-entity ernphnsis) (Simon, 1977). We have abstracted these two different emphases

into the discrete-entity and web models.
While we have reason to favor web analyses, we believe that discreteentity models are sometimes useful. Their simplicity makes them tractable. The analyst who employs a discrete-entity model need focus only on
selected technical and economic characteristics of a new computing technology or application. In contrast, the analyst who uses a web model must
work much harder. He must examine the social and political context i r ~
which the technology is developed and used, the going concerns of the
organization using it, and the extent to which hancial, technical, and
staff resources support it. Sometimes these additional data yield important and surprising findings (Kling, 1978b: Danziger et nl., 1982), but this
is an empirical matter.
Analysts who employ discrete-entity models mistakenly assume that
they are universal in their application. Researchers who employ web
models usually examine socially complex technologies, but they do not
have sharp, simple descriptions of the situations in which they best apply.
We shall explain their nature in this article, and we hope the reader will
develop some good intuitions about these models. For now, we can say
that they certainly apply to situations in which many organizations participate in the development, maintenance, and use of a computerized SyStem. Large computerized systems such as air traffic control, multiservice
military command-and-control systems, and multibank electronic funds
transfer are all in this class. But so are many smaller systems which are
developed for organizations by outside contractors or which are simply
developed within the organization through the collaboration of three or
more departments.
In this article, we explain the meaning of web models for understanding
the dynamics of computing development and use in organizational life.
We also examine the relative explanatory power of the discrete-entity
model and web model by drawing upon the existing research literature
and three case studies. The main question we ask about these models is
not, Which is truest? Rather, we ask, What kinds of insights does each
model give into the social dynamics of computing development and use?
We also inquire about the ways in which each model provides analytical
power for making evaluations and predictions. It will become apparelit,
after we examine these models more carefully in Section 2, that they conceptualize two theoretical extremes of a wide array of intermediate analyses of computing developments. Particular analyses are likely to be based
on critical assumptions closest to the axioms of one or the other of these
models.
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Since web analyses examine the social and economic organization of
computing activities, it is helpful to introduce some analytical terms useful for social analyses. Since these concepts are relatively abstract, we
believe that a short case study can be helpful for giving the reader concrete illustrations of them. This little case study-of an automated inventory control system in the manufacturing firm Audiola-is introduced in
Section 3. The key theoretical concepts are explained informally in Section 4 , and are developed more formally in Appendix A . In Section 5, five
major propositions that web analysts make about the dynamics of computing development and use are examined and explained by reference to
the Audiola case. In Section 6 two additional cases of computer development and use are introduced. Section 7 examines these cases, and Section
8 concludes.

2. Models of Computing: Discrete-Entity and Web

The contrast between the discrete-entity and web models has recently
been introduced into the computing literature under a different label: tool
model versus package model (Conery, 1980; Kling and Dutton, 1982;
Kling and Scacchi, 1979a,b, 1980; Sterling, 1979). For example, Kling and
Scacchi (1979a, p. 108) characterize the tool model in which
one can safely focus on the device to understand its use and operation, i n contrast, the
package metaphor describes a technology which is more t h a ~a physical device. ... the
package includes not only ha~.dwareand software, but also adiverse set of skills, organizational units to supply and
computer-based services and data, and sets of
beliefs about what computing is good for and how it may be used efficaciously. Many of
the difficulties users face in exploiting computer-based systems lie in the way in which
the technology is embedded in a complex set of social relationships.

In reviewing this new literature which examines the package metaphor,
we have found it useful to sharpen this characterization. We have also
found it useful to change the labels to "discrete-entity" and "web" to
better reflect the differences between the two models. This section defines each of these two models by five properties.
Discrete-entity models of computing assume the following:
(a) A computing resource is best conceptualized as a particular piece
of equipment, application, or technique which provides specifiable,information processing capabilities. (i) Each computing resource has benefits,
costs, and skill requirements which are largely identifiable. (ii) Computerbased technologies are tools, and are socially neutral.
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(b) Role of infrastructure1: (i) The infrastructures for supporting the
focal computing resource and the organizational procedures by which it is
organized and sustained are critical elements. (ii) Each computer-based
service is provided through a set of structured computing resources and
organized infrastructure. Deploying, managing, and setting procedures
for these infrastructural resources is separable from deployment of the
focal computer-based technology. Infrastructure, either technical or administrative, is a neutral resource. (iii) "Human factors" must be taken
into account to ensure that people are well trained and motivated to do
what is required. But "human factors" are "organizational problemsMwhich are separable from "technical problems."
(c) Control over infrastructure: Organizations have ample resources
to support all of their computing developments and uses simultaneously.
Elements of infrastructure are necessary for making the equipment or
technique available to developers or users, and they can be counted on to
be of adequate quality and available as necessary.
(d) The focal computing resource and any element of infrastmcture
can be analyzed5ndependently of: (i) its interactions with other computing resources; (ii) the social or organizational arrangements within which
computer-based services are developed and provided (infrastructure and
macrostructures).
(e) The formal goals of an organization are a good guide to telling what
it does. The formal procedures of an organization provide a good guide to
the way things are done. The formal features of a computer system are a
good guide to suggesting what it can do and how it is used.
In contrast, web models of computing assume the following:

(a) A computer system is best conceptualized as an ensemble of
equipment, applications, and techniques with identifiable information
processing capabilities. (i) Each computing resource has benefits, costs,
and skill requirements which are only partially identifiable. (ii) In addition
to their functional capabilities as an information processing tool, computer-

' laiasrructure refers to those resources which help support the provision of a given service or product. The infrastructure for providing computer-based services includes resources such as skilled staff and good operations procedures, as well as physical sysie"j
such as refiable "clean'' electrical energy and low-noise communication lines. See Section
4.2 and Appendix A for more extensive explanations.
'These examinations may investigate the benefits derived from alternative technical or
organizational arrangements, or the payoffs of some reform to improve some infrastructura~
element.
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based technologies are also social objects which may be highly charged
with meaning.
(h) Role of infrastructure: (i) The infrastructure for supporting the
focal computing resource and the organizational procedures by which it is
organized and sustained are critical elements. (ii) Each computer-based
service is provided through a set of structured computing resources and
organized infrastructure. If this organization of essential resources is
large and complex, computer-based systems are aform of social organization. Like any organization or institution, it is not necessarily neutral. (iii)
There is no "human factor" which is specially separable from the delivery of computer-based information services. Much of the development
and many of the routine operations of computer-based technologies hinge
on many human judgments and actions carried out within complex, organized social settings.
(c) Control over infrastructure: (i) Organizations have limited resources to invest in any capital development such as computing. Not all
necessary infrastructural resources are available (in adequate quality) as
needed. (ii) Computer-using organizations rarely have complete administrative or political control over all their requisite infrastructure. Infrastructural resources may be spread across several organizational units or
nominally independent organizations. Infrastructural resources also include sources of expertise which lie outside these organizations (e.g., professional associations).
(dl The information processing leverage provided by a focal computing resource, and its other costs and benefits, social and economic, are
contingent upon: (i) its interactions with other computing resources; (ii)
the social or organizational arrangements within which computer-based
services are developed and provided (infrastructure and macrostructures).
(e) The formal goals of an organization are a fair-to-poor guide for
learning what it does. The formal procedures of an organization provide a
fair-to-poor guide to the way things are done. The formal features of a
computer system are a fair-to-poor guide to what it can do and how it is
used.
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been abstracted from published analyses of computing developments. 11lustrative examples of studies which rely upon these models are indicated
at the end of this section; additional studies which rely upon web models
are described or referenced in Section 5. Discrete-entity and web models
rely upon a complex set of assumptions. Specific analyses will differ in
how strongly they depend upon each assumption of a model. For example, many technical computing analyses investigate the interaction be-
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tween technical subsystems [e.g., the demands a data base management
system (DBMS) makes on an operating system]. Aside from these interactions, the remainder of the environment of computer use many be largely
ignored. Such aperspective is much closer to a discrete-entity model than
to the web model.
Discrete-entity analysts employ two logics of technical develoment: direct substitution and incremental aggregation. In the case of computerbased services, organizations can improve their information processing
capabilities by direct substitution of a less capable technology with a
better one. An old box (or set of people) exits and a better box replaces it:
exit the horse and enter the horseless carriage. The second logic, incremental aggregation, accounts for the accumulation of new capabilities:
the capabilities of the old box are enhanced by adding on new boxes. The
addition of DBMS is one example. The "boxes" also may be managerial
techniques such as cost-benefit analyses or project scheduling disciplines. In addition to these logics of technical development, web analysts
employ two principles (e.g., fitting and packaging) which we will examine
in Section 5.
The basic unit of analysis of the discrete-entity model is a computing
resource (CR), such as an IBM 3701158, a computer terminal, or a specific
application program. Systems are assumed to be loosely aggregated collections of equipment, people, organizational procedures, beliefs, etc.,
which may be easily broken down into relatively independent elements.
The analytical virtue of this approach is its simplicity. CRs can be evaluated independently and additively. When an analyst uses a discrete-entity
model to understand the computing capabilities of an organization he
usually begins by asking, "What kind of equipment and facilities do they
have?"
In contrast, analysts using a web model begin by asking: "What kinds
of things do people do here?" While some web analysts may focus on a
formal task system, most are concerned with the array of activities that
people actually engage in while pursu.ing some task (Kling, 1982). For example, the line of work of an urban planner who examines the costs to a city
of adding a new shopping center extends far beyond his making the appropriate numerical calculations. It also includes defining the problem with
developers and with other city staff: finding relevant data which may be
scattered in the records of various departments, etc. If this analyst uses a
computerized cost-impact system to make his calculations, he may have to
negotiate with the computing staff for computing time, decipher several
documents which explain how to use the model and the file systems on the
computer, and so forth.
These differences in perspective have tremendous significance for the
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sense one makes of the dynamic aspects of computing developments in
organizations. The discrete-entity analyst usually expects CRs to be used
in a way which is consistent with their formal characteristics.
As noted above, the main intellectual advantage of the discrete-entity
model is its analytical simplicity. This attractive advantage has two drawbacks:

(i) Predictions based on this model tend to overestimate the economic
value or "success" of some computational resource or technique, and
also to underestimate the requisite time and costs. These often vary with
context in both their magnitude and certainty; discrete-entity models minimize context and uncertainty.
(ii) The main conceptual elements of the model constrain attention to
the formal or manifest rationality attributed to a computer-based system
and deflect attention from its social or political roles. Sometimes these
latter roles are of greater significance than the former (Kling, 1978b).
The balance of virtues and difficulties of the web model is quite the reverse. Its primary virtue is empirical fidelity; it is organized to better
match the social relations which influence the development and use of
computerized technologies in complex organizations. Its primary difficulty is analytical cumbersomeness.
As developed above, both of these models are underspec$ed. First,
our parlance "model of computing" is a shorthand for encapsulating
many different activities which take place in and around computing: the
adoption of innovations, estimating their costs and payoffs, evaluating
which interests are served and how, explaining how they are integrated
into the ongoing life of the social settings in which they are introduced,
etc. Each one of these activities will require a different model, much in
the way that physicists who rely upon classical electrodynamics still have
different models for the diffraction of light in a prism and the propagation
of microwaves in a circular tube. Second, web models and discrete-entity
models usually make different demands for information upon the analyst.
To specify a web model adequately, one must provide many more relationships and data. Discrete-entity analyses, on the other hand, are almost always difficult to amplify because they neglect the supporting infrastructure and sociai contexts. 'The web model's greater empiricai
accuracy represents a research cost in that this greater variety of data is
needed to specify critical relationships
Some readers may wonder whether we have stacked the deck by oversimplifying the discrete-entity model and unduly enriching the web
models. We believe not. Not all web analyses are accurate or useful.
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Rather, when computer-based systems and their services are socially
complex, requiring the close cooperation of several diverse groups, web
models are likely to provide greater analytical insight than discrete-entity
models. While one is unlikely to find discrete-entity analysts who completely neglect social context, history, and infrastructure, or web analyses
which minutely investigate all aspects of social context, history, and infrastructure, analyses that lean toward either extreme are easy enough to
identify. For pedagogical purposes, however, we will use discrete-entity
models as a foil against which to examine web models. We think this is
appropriate, since discrete-entity models are well known to the reader
and they frame most of the public discourse about the nature of computerbased developments.
Exemplary discrete-entity analyses may be found in research monographs (Inbar, 1979; Hiltz and Turoff, 1978), publications for computing
practitioners and working managers (Simon, 1973; Kochar, 1979; Wise el
a [ . , 1980), and recent MIS textbooks (Burch et al., 1979, Part I'd; Gessford, 1980; Kanter, 1977, Chapter 8; Hussain and Hussain, 1981, Chapter
17; Taggert, 1980, Chapter 8). Exemplary web analyses may be found in
research publications such as Kling and Scacchi (1979b), King and
Kraemer (l981), Markus (1979), Dery (1977), and books aimed at computing practitioners and managers (Keen and Scott-Morton, 1978; Mumford
and Pettigrew, 1976; Withington, 1979). We are not aware of any MIS
textbooks which are developed primarily from a perspective which emphasizes web models.
Despite our abstracting two coherent models from these analyses, they
are framed in several different conceptual languages. These languages add
richness and bite by giving the analyst specific concepts with which to
characterize the social organization of the computing worlds he accounts
for. In Section 4.2, we examine four common conceptual languages employed by social analysts of computing developments.

3. A Pedagogical C a s e Study: Automated Inventory Control

Certain critical concepts will help us explain how web models specify
the dynamics of computing development and use. These concepts art:
best illustrated by concrete examples. Also, the dynamics of computing
according to web models (e.g., rhe role of historically developed commitments in constraining choices) is best introduced by means of some good
examples. The short case study that follows presents a connected set of
incidents and patterns to illustrate these points.
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3.1

Background of t h e Audiola Case

This short case study reports the development and use of an inventory
control system in two different scenarios. Part I of the case describes an
organization facing well-defined problems (e.g., Japanese price competition) and a well-defined technology which can help key staff solve those
problems. Payoffs of different lines of action are clear. Moreover, resources such as appropriate equipment and skilled staff are either available as needed or easily obtained (e.g., by rapid purchase or training).
This scenario at Audiola can be well described by discrete-entity models.
Part I fits a script which can be found in many case studies of computing
and which has been framed within
development and use in organi~ations,~
the conventions of that genre.
Discrete-entity models provide little help in interpreting the more complex and problematic dynamics of continuing computer use and devlopment described in Part 11. It is not simply the case that "things went well"
in Past 1 and badly in Part 11. Rather, the circumstances that appear in
Part I1 are attributable to a variety of conditions that are ignored in Pan
I-the relative wealth of the firm, changing demands on the information
system, availability of key staff, ease of attracting skilled technical staff,
etc. [These elements can also influence the introduction of computing into
an organization (Dery, 19771, but have been ignored so that the reader can
examine the kinds of dynamics which each model best accounts for.] The
differences are substantial and are the focus of this article. (The information required to specify a web model also adds to the length of this section.)
This case is based on a composite of organizations which were investigated by the authors. It is introduced to help illustrate several major
themes. In no single organization are all these themes simultaneously salient; therefore we have folded together certain organizational patterns
and constraint^.^ This case serves to illus~ratekey concepts of the discrete-entity and web models. Because it is a composite, with an artificially rich set of constraints for any one real organization, it cannot be
used to test the empirical adequacy of either discrete-entity or web
models. Two empirical cases to be examined in Sections 6 and 7 can be
..--,I
""Z"
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MIS textbooks often use cases such as these for their primary examples. See for example Hussain and Hussain (1981). pp. 436-437, 447-450: Mader and Hagin 11974). pp. 352357.
..
In addition, several constraints have been added which we have observed in other organizations, but not in the manufacturing firms we have studied.
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3.2 Automated Inventory Control at Audiola
Aud~olaCorporation manufactures high-quality audio electronic products for consumer and commerc~almarkets. It manufactures 16 products
ly
$60 million per year, and
in two distinct product lines, c u ~ ~ e n tgrosses
employs 500 people. The company was founded in the 1950s and developed a good position in the North American audio marketplace in the
1960s, but began to suffer in the face of strong Japanese competition in the
early 1970s. At this time, approximately 60% of the firm's costs were in
materials; the balance were in labor and overhead.

Part I:

The Introduction of Manufacturing Computing Systems

In 1974, to help cut costs in the face of stiff price competition, the senior industrial engineer searched for some strong inventory control procedures. The firm maintained an active inventory of 12,000 parts, and these
were difficult to control carefully by manunl methods. Audiola was using
a Datacrunch 1800/2 minicomputer for Snsncial record keeping, and the
senior industrial engineer discovered thai Z~zzCacrunchoffered a sophisticated demand-dependent inventory control system, TRACKER, which
promised to help reduce Audiola's inventory carrying costs.
TRACKER was installed in 1975 over a period of four months. It required a complete and careful inventory count as well as several months
of concerted coding to carefully describe such things as bills of materials
and lead times for purchasing and manufacturing components. Key staff
in production engineering, production control, and purchasing were introduced to TRACKER in a series of week-long seminars.
During the year after TRACKER was installed inventory accuracy improved from 80 to 94% and the figure for dollar value of on-hand inventory
was decreased by 20%. In addition, five clerical positions were eliminated
in inventory control and purchasing. Overall, TRACKER paid back its
costs in the first year. Further stages of system expansion were planned.
In 1976, terminals were added in service, production, and the stockroom to facilitate rapid inquiry and record keeping. Audiola ~ u r c h a s e d
additional
--.
..
equipment to upgrade their Datacrunch to a top-of-the Model
1800 Ilne-an
I U W I ~ , io accommodate thc additional core, disk storage.
and communication lines demanded by these information system improvements. (The upgrade was installed in one weekend.) While access to
data in existing formats was speeded up, new reports and data formats
were relatively slow to be developed.
In 1977, TRACKER was reprogrammed in DATAMAZE, Data-
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crunch's data base management language, so that new reports could be
more easily generated. Owing in part to his success in helping reduce inventory levels, the senior industrial engineer was promoted to vice president of manufacturing. His assistant, also an industrial engineer, was promoted to the position of senior industrial engineer.

quently, purchase orders were being released too early (and ignored
under other pressure), or too late (resulting in higher parts costs and parts
shortages)
The senior industrial engineer found that the WIP development was
very slow. The programming staff were preoccupied with improving the
financial programs, and only one programmer could be assigned to developing the WIP tracking modules. This programmer, who had been recently hired, had trouble understanding the inventory system. It was not
documented, and had grown from a coherent system with three major
fiies into a loosely coupled ensemble of programs with six related files.
Furthermore, since Datacrunch is a minor minicomputer vendor, Audiola
had to hire programmers with experience with equipment sold by major
vendors, and then allow them 6 to 18 months to become intimate with Datacrunch's equipment. The programmer assigned to WIP, who had programmed applications in an IBM shop for two years, had trouble understanding Datacrunch's systems software, file organization, and
DATAMAZE. The programmer's difficulties further slowed down development. But the programmer worked full-time on the WIP modules and
refused to honor requests for new reports.
After the WIP tracking system was installed, it was resented by many
production supervisors. Production controllers tried to locate jobs on the
shop floor using WIP reports and found that often jobs were not where
they were reported to be. In many cases jobs were "ahead of the reports"
since job tickets were processed a day or two after the job left a particular
work center. Jobs were also "behind" the reports when they were sent
back to be reworked. In addition, the labor times included in the WIP system were often inaccurate. New staff, revisions in products, and the introduction of new products all slowed the production line relative to the industrial engineer's estimates of average assembly times.
Computer runs were also delayed since the Datacrunch 180013 was
overloaded. Several different kinds of jobs competed for machine resources: financial programs, engineering analyses, and TRACKER.
TRACKER was relatively high on the priority list of programs to be run,
but it was not at the top. Certain financial programs (e.g., payroll, accounts receivable) received top priority at certain times during the week.
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calculating subtle forms of transient and phase distortion in stereo equipment. They used these programs to develop their own products. And they
also sold analyses using these programs to other audio engineering firms.
Furthermore, the graphic outputs of these programs were used in special
demonstrations to help impress private investors and convince them that
Audiola would have a good competitive position in the video market with

Part /I:

The Continuing Use and Development of Tracker

By 1979, Audiola still faced stiff Japanese competition, sales had leveled off, and profits had fallen dramatically. In the face of rapid technical
innovations in audio electronics, Audiola was introducing new audio
product series every two years. The engineering department was developing a line of home video products to open up a new, large, and less competitive market. Much of the capital Audiola was able to raise was being
invested in video products which were to support the "future of the company ."
The firm's labor costs had risen to 60% of product costs, and the new
senior industrial engineer was asked to help reduce them. He decided to
extend the inventory control system to include a work in process (WIP)
reporting system and a series of reports which would keep track of labor
costs.
Audiola had trouble attracting and keeping good staff. Salaries were relatively low, and the production workers were turning over at 1% per
month. Audiola's plant was located in a relatively smog-ridden and congested section of the Los Angeles industrial belt, and the firm had a difficult time hiring new programmers. New electrical engineers were eager to
work at Audiola since the firm had interesting products and a long-standing reputation in audio innovations. For programmers, however, the software developments were routine and relatively unattractive. Technical
staff were paid on an identical salary scale, which further impeded the hiring of programmers since their job market was much tighter.
In 1977 and 1978, as staff who understood and believed in TRACKER
left Audiola, the quality of its data declined. (The original data processing
manager and systems analyst who argued for DATAMAZE left for a
better job-owing, in part, to her experience with a data base language.
Senior production administrators left and were able to parlay their experience with automated inventory control into better jobs elsewhere.) These
conditions contributed to new difficulties in using the inventory control
system, and further complicated the work of the senior industrial engineer
and his staff. The purchasing staff felt overloaded in trying to find good
purchases, and delayed in updating the purchasing lead times. Conse-
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the new products it was developing. Analyses which could be charged to
paying customers received top priority.
TRACKER ran more slowly because of changes in the material environment it was used to help manage. New product lines caused the inventory to swell to 24,000 items. Inventory control programs ran longer,
and occasional processing errors would further delay reports. In addition,
the new on-line terminals used for inquiry required a substantial slice of
system resources (thus slowing background batch jobs), and also ran
slowly themselves. During peak periods the terminals were rarely used.
Unfortunately, the Datacrunch Model 1800 series could not be expanded beyond the Model 180013. Audiola could have shifted to a new
high-speed Datacrunch Model 2000iA at $300,000 for hardware and about
$400,000 for new programming efforts, hut would have experienced considerable delay in acquiring the machine and converting their programs.
(Audiola owned the Model 180013 outright, but it was only worth about
$35,000 in resale value.)
In the face of the discrepancies between the formal reports and actual
production times, the production controllers resorted to scheduling workflows by hand. This further undermined support for providing accurate
data for the WIP system.
Despite these difficulties, the inventory control system was visibly used
by top production administrators. Reports were prepared close to their
scheduled times and disseminated to appropriate staff. Some of the reports were used as originally planned, others were used with handwritten
modifications, and still others were ignored. Inventory levels were monitored through TRACKER, and lines of action were undertaken to help
meet shipping dates through transactions and reports generated by
TRACKER.

4.

A Brief Introduction to Conceptual Elements for Web Models

This section introduces some key concepts for describing the structure
of computer-based systems support and operations:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Lines of work and going concerns
Infrastructures of computing
Production lattices
Macrostructures of computing environments

These are introduced in Section 4.1 and developed in greater detail in Appendix A .
Any analyst who uses a discrete-entity or web model employs some
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conceptual vocabulary for describing and explaining the social events pertinent to computing development and use. Should organizations be
viewed primarily as noisy decision-making systems or as battlegrounds in
which participants struggle for the control of critical resources'? Should
one assume that rules are relatively clear and often followed, or that rules
are flexible and often subject to on-the-spot negotiation and interpretation? Conceptual choices such as these can be viewed as a vocabulary of
description. Several theoretical vocabularies have been employed by social analysts of computing. While most analysts do not rigidly restrict
their conceptions to the terms of one vocabulary, they often lean strongly
to one approach rather than drawing equally on all. The role these vocabularies play in filling out analyses based on discrete-entity and web
models is explained in Section 4.2.
4.1
4.1.7

Structural Concepts of Computing

Lines of Work and Going Concerns

If one wants to predict how people will integrate computer-based
systems into their organizational activities, it helps to know what
people actually do and care most about when they act in organizations.
Formal job descriptions provide a useful first approximation. Similarly,
one can learn something useful about an organization from knowing its
formal charter and goals. But formal tasks rarely define what people
actually do and formal goals do little to describe.what activities organizations pursue most forcefully.
Behaviorally oriented analysts treat formal tasks (or job descriptions)
and organizational goals as possible points of departure, hut not as behaviorally sharp descriptions a priori. In contrast to formal self-descriptions, they attend to the actual behavior of organizational actors and
organizations, which may often differ sharply from public descriptions
In this section line of work (Gerson, 1982) indicates what people actually do in a job, Similarly, going concerns (Hughes, 1971), indicates
the multiplicity of overlapping and sometimes conflicting activities
which characterize coiiective iines of action in many orpaiiizaii~i;s
There is a long history of these contrasts between the formal conception of Organizations and less formal, more dynamic and behaviorally
grounded accounts of them. Classical accounts are nicely described in
Selznik (1957) and Dalton (1959); Strauss (1978a) and Perrow (1979)
provide more contemporary treatments. To keep this article self-contained, these terms are also elaborated further in Appendix A. Here it
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is simply useful to indicate how they enrich a web analysis of computing.
First, the line of work as an organizing concept helps shed more light
on how things are actually done. Formal descriptions of how things are
done are often tinged with an admonition that they be done only as
stated. At the very least, a vocabulary which expands the formal conception of a job allows us to examine what happens as well as what a
formalist thinks should happen (e.g., the purchasing agents at Audiola
should be updating TRACKER, the investment counselor should be
more of a neutral advisor than a highly self-interested salesman). Second, a focus on the formal job description misses many of the emerging
and dying patterns in work life. This is particularly important for explaining technical and social change, where formal descriptions ossify
outdated conceptions of what the analyst thinks should be happening.
Third, the formal goals of an organization are often insufficient to explain why certain critical patterns of computing develop. One can argue
that good material handling was critical to Audiola's profitability. If one
simply assumes that Audiola is a private firm and its goal is to maximize profits, then its not providing TRACKER with adequate computing resources seems foolish. By viewing Audiola as a going concern,
one is led to ask: "What concerns are developed here and how do they
facilitate and constrain TRACKER'S development?'' In answering this
question, an analyst would find that the firm was short of funds and
that new money was being heavily invested in new video product lines.
Moreover, a revenue-producing activity such as selling engineering
analyses or running the accounts receivable programs was given priority over money-saving programs such as TRACKER. Last, the fancy
engineering analyses were also employed to impress potential investors, and thus played a symbolic role as well as a narrow instrumental
role in the firm's development.
In summary, a web analyst who wants to understand how computing
developments are integrated into an organization will ask: "What do
people do and value here?" He will not expect single answers to such
questions, and he will not expect that descriptions of formal jobs and
goals will provide any but the most rudimentary leads. "Lines of
work'' and "going concerns" are more apt expressions than the latter
for examining the ecology of actions (Long, 1958) which compose organizational life and into which computing developments are grafted.
4.1.2

Infrastructure

Infrastructure refers to those resources which help support the provision of a given service or product. The term is often used by urban
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planners to refer to such basics as roads, sewers, and utilities, which
support social and business activities. The infrastructure for providing
computer-based services includes resources such as skilled staff and
good operations procedures, as well as physical systems such as reliable "clean" electrical energy and low-noise communication lines.
Discrete-entity analysts of computing often take infrastructural support for granted (Inbar, 1979). Other times, the development of infrastructure is treated as a separate and incidental topic, whereas the development of new computer applications or technologies is given center
stage (Kochar, 1979). But however much care they devote to the development of infrastructure, discrete-entity analysts make certain common
assumptions: (i) infrastructural resources can be developed to as high a
quality as needed with little delay: (ii) the computer-using organization
has substantial control over groups providing infrastructural suppolt;
(iii) groups which provide infrastructural support are socially and politically neutral agents.
These assumptions are not explicit. We infer them from the extent to
which the development of adequate levels of infrastructure is treated as
a problem only insofar as it needs attention and resources; other difficulties such as the interests of infrastructural support groups and the
constraints placed by labor markets shortages, organizational career
structures, and the difficulties of coordinating groups across organizational lines are ignored (Kanter, 1977: Taggart, 1980; Hussain and Hussain, 1981). We also deduce the first assumption when the analyst pays
no attention to limitations in the quality of computer-based products
when the available infrastructural support is less than adequate
(Kanter, 1977; Gessford, 1980; Hussain and Hussain, 1981).
The case of Audiola is instructive. The production staff had trouble
using and extending TRACKER, although its information processing
architecture appeared sound. Problems occurred because there was inadequate programming and machine support. In addition, production
administrators who understood the systems left the firm, and certain
staff, such as purchasing agents, delayed updating critical parameters.
Conventional analyses of computer use recommend that organizations evaluate the appropriateness of a new mode of computer use or
application independent of the infrastructure which is likely to be available (Gessford, 1980; Inbar, 1979; Kochar, 1979). Such practice can
cause a variety of problems. Many organizations still learn the extent
of required infrastructure for new computing technologies ~lftrffe~'Purchasing them. The avid computing promoter can take advantage of
analyses which minimize the role of infrastructural costs; overall sYStem costs will be underestimated and consequently will appear more affordable. After a new system is purchased, the organization will fin* a
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way to use it or to improve its infrastructure rather than declare the initial investment as lost. Usually infrastructure costs are not fully accounted for when the costs of computing developments are calculated.
In the case of Audiola, shifting the implementation of TRACKER
from COBOL to DATAMAZE was unwise given that their infrastructure was inadequate to support the shift, but was rationalized in ternrs
of the technical advantages of DATAMAZE. These advantages could
have been realized if the firm had had programmers who were skilled in
manipulating DATAMAZE and adequate machine resources to support
it. In 1977, optimistic assumptions concerning this infrastructure appeared warranted. But by 1979 Audiola was in a tight fiscal situation
and reliance on DATAMAZE compounded the firm's problems. While
the firm's top managers were trying to attract new venture capital to ins , faced the prospect of also having to
vest in new video p r o d ~ ~ c tthey
invest substantial funds in programmers' salaries and new computing
equipment in order to maintain their level of operations.
Furthermore, the programmers at Audiola had few good documents
to support their work. This is a cominon difficulty in organizations.
Again, discrete-entity models assume that resources, such as the
knowledge represented in software documents, will be available exactly
as needed and when needed.
We find the term infrastructure usef~ilto denote these supporting resources for computing development. They are often taken for granted,
and priority is placed on the leverage to be gained by new computing
developments. For organizations with limited resources, the ability to
provide adequate infrastructure, rather than the ability to purchase new
equipment, may be the element which most influences the organizational value of comp~ltingtechnologies.
4.1.3

Production Lattices

Conlputing resources are not simply provided by "people and machines." People and machines are organized through a division of
labor. Different groups in different organizational locations provide dii'
ferent elements which contribute to some final product. These contributing elements constitute a production lattice.
The case of Audiola provides a simple illustration, A material shortage list used by a production scheduler is not simply produced "by the
computer." It draws upon data from several departments, including
purchasing, receiving, and the stockroom. The data are keypunched by
clerks who can be located in yet another department (e.g., data processing, finance, or even a service bureau). TRACKER was designed
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and programmed by several people in production and data processing.
It was maintained by a programmer in data processing who consulted
with the new senior industrial engineer. The material shortage list was
produced as a byproduct of TRACKER runs overseen by a computer
operator. The production lattice for this report was constituted by
these chains of dependency.
Suppose that the material shortage report is delayed by three days
and when delivered, some of the data are clearly inaccurate. Where
should a production scheduler go to remedy the difficulties? If a meeting is held by the relevant parties, how many people, from how many
different organizational units, might have to attend? The group that attends the meeting provides a rough map of the production lattice for
that report. (A different report may be produced through a slightly different production lattice, and a meeting about its content may be composed of a slightly different group.)
The production lattice is a key social element in the development and
provision of reports and records through computer-based systems.
From the perspective of consumers of these products, whether organizational participants or the broader public as clients of computer-using
organizations, production lattices serve a peculiar behind-the-scenes
role. When '.things go well," the credit belongs to an appropri;lte organization of tasks and skilled staff to do them. These are often invisible
to the consllmer of computer-based products, and the particular computer system is often foregrounded as that which i s completely responsible for the useful reports, funds transfers, electronic mail, etc. Conversely, when computing developments or operations are troubled, the
production lattice is more visible, But attendant problems are then attributed to "people" rather than "the computer." Web analyses avoid
these dramaturgical manipulations by treating the production lattice for
a computing product as an essential eiement of "the cornpl-lter SYstem" (Scacchi, 1981; Kling, 1982).
4.1.4 Macrostructures

Participants in organizational units are not completely free to act, as
they wish. Important constraints are imposed by their parent organizations and the organizational ecologies in which they act. We call these
constraints mucrostrltct~tres since they derive from outside the Cornputer-using organizational unit and often affect many other subunits at
the same organizational level and higher.
At Audiola, for example, users of the TRACKER systenl were affected by the use of a Datacronch computer because the tight labor
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market for Datacrunch programmers made programming support a particularly scarce resource. (In Sections 5.4 and 7.4, we examine how the
character of the production lattice associated with a particular computer-based service is shaped by these broader social worlds and markets.) If Audiola had trouble attracting programmers, then perhaps it
should have begun paying larger salaries, But salary scales for technical staff were set organizationwide, so that audio engineers and programmers with similar professional maturity were paid equivalently.
Other critical constraints can be found in the equipment procurement
policies set by organizations. Most public agencies must select equipment based on competitive bids, even when the lowest bidders may not
provide a systems environment which is the best for the price once
labor costs are included (Comptroller General, 1979b). Other organizations will set equipment or technical standards to which all organizational units must comply, except in special circumstances. A simple example is when the top officers of a firm decide to standardize their
equipment by purchasing all systems from one vendor such as IBM,
DEC, or Burroughs. Any department can select systems it can justify,
but they must he purchased from IBM (or DEC or Burroughs), Policies
like these aim to minimize overall organizational costs. But they do
limit the choices each organizational unit can make, and they mean that
computing developments will often be suboptimal in the small. Conversely, developers or users who insist on getting close to optimal computing resources will try to alter or circumvent organizationwide rules
which constrain their choices.
4.1.5

Summary

This section introduced five key concepts: lines of work, going concerns, the production lattice, the infrastructure of a computer-based
system or service, and the macrostructures within which production
lattices are situated. These concepts are of particular value to web
theorists because they help describe the critical social and technical relationships from which webs of computing development and use are
spun.
The discrete-entity analyst can ignore the social organization of computing development and use, and make simplifying assumptions which
are usually optimistic: (i) users have effective control over all resources
and services on which they depend; and (ii) suitable resources of adequate quality can be counted on to be available as needed.
The production lattice helps identify the various stages in which CRs
are built up in providing a specific computer-based service. When the

CRs are spread across several organizations, no one actor is likely to
have complete control over the production chain.
lnfrastructural investments help a computer user increase his pr-oductivity. Often these investments are minimized. Consequently, computer
use is more problematic than had been expected, development and use
take longer, and overall system costs are higher. Richer organizations
can afford to develop infrastructure, buffer themselves from delays,
and avoid minor failures, all of which would be "luxuries" to poorer
organizations. Thus, by identifying some of the exogenous elements
which influence the character of specific computerized information services, we can identify additional contingencies which delay productive
computing activities or which prevent "optimal" systems from being
developed, implemented, or operated.

4.2 Theoretical Languages and Models of Computing
In analyzing the dynamics of computing developments and use, the
analyst relies upon a conceptual vocabulary, however implicit, for making sense of the technical and social worlds he examines. Such a vocabulary expresses concepts of a particular theoretical perspective.
Each perspective also includes central ideas for applying it.
Four perspectives~predominatein the literature of social analyses of
computing:

1 , Formal-rational
2. Structural
3, Interactionist
4. Political
Each of these perspectives casts a different light on the significant aspects of computing development and use. Each relies upon a different
root metaphor for interpreting social life as well. Organizations, for example, are viewed by formal-rational analysts as relatively well-defined machines, while structural analysts view them as slowly adapting,
. , as
noisy, rigid, and sluggish task systems, Interactionists view them
arena: in :...hi~h people enact Important socia! meanings: and polltical
analysts view them as battlegrounds in which participants continually
struggle for control over valuable resources.
Kling and Scscchi (1980) and Kling (1980) identify six theoretical perspectives used
be

b y analysts of cornpuling. Two of these, human relations and class politics, wlil

sod

examined here because they influence only small segments of the literature
we
not find them as helpful as the four other perspectives for relatively wide:ranglng ana'yses. See Appendix B for a brief introduction to the four perspectives examined here.
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These theoretical perspectives provide useful vocabularies and organizing concepts fleshing out particular discrete-entity or web models.
Most discrete-entity analysts employ the idiom of the formal-rational
perspective. Its reliance on the formal goals of organizations, formal
procedures, and formal properties of technical systems mates nicely
with the organizing concepts of the discrete-entity model delineated in
Section 2.
Sometimes discrete-entity models of computing are embedded in
larger structural or political analyses. A common example is when an
organization is viewed as a noisy communication system, and computerized systems are held to help ease problems of communication and
information overload. If the computing technology is viewed as a context-free object which itself is not subject to uncertainties, we have a
discrete-entity analysis (Simon, 1973). Similarly, if computerized information systems are viewed simply as instruments of organizational politics, but themselves reflect no political decisions for their internal arrangements, we also have a discrete-entity analysis.
Because they concern the connections between a given computing
resource, the lines of work within which it is used, and infrastructure
developments and macrostructural patterns, web models cannot be
framed in the formal-rational perspective. They can be framed, however, in any of the other three theoretical perspectives. In short, web
analyses are framed in theoretical terms which allow for social and economic context, social conflict, and uncertainty in the character of the
supporting social organization. This framing is examined in Sections 5
and 7 .

5 . The Dynamics of Computing Development and Use

What affects the development and use of computing in an organizational setting? What story best accounts for the evolution of computing
arrangements at Audiola? As we saw in the preceding sections, discrete-entity and web analysts tell stories framed with different central
organizing concepts foct~ringoa different aspects of computing. In this
section, we examine the factors that each model specifies as affecting
the development and use of computing in organizations
As we explained in Section 2, discrete-entity analysts employ two
logics of technical development: direct substitution and incremental aggregation. According to this dual logic, Audiola improved its ability to
track inventory and production through several sobstitutions and incremental accumulations, Manual records were replaced with TRACKER
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(substitution); terminals were added to improve data accuracy and data
access (incremental aggregation); flexible report writing was supported by
DATAMAZE (incremental aggregation) and work-in-process tracking (incremental aggregation). After all of these alterations, the discrete-entity
analyst would argue, Audiola's production administrators should have
been better able to manage their inventory and production schedules than
when they relied upon manual records.
Unfortunately, Audiola was in worse shape, not better shape. Many of
the firm's difficulties were due to exogenous market conditions, but these
conditions also made its computing support problematic. The Audiola
case reflects a dynamic which is at odds with a simple logic that equates
technical substitution and incremental aggregation with overall improvements in organizational effectiveness. But many other such examples can
be found, particularly among organizations whose services are based on
large systems or old ones. The General Accounting Office of the United
States Congress routinely reports bureaucratic bungling, poor planning,
political infighting, and bad project management-these factors lead to
poor system implementations, cost overruns, and other problems of
major proportions for many large, publicly financed computing projects
(e.g., Comptroller General, 1976, 1978% 1979a,b, 1980, 1981).
Discrete-entity models do provide some partially accurate descriptions
of TRACKER'S use at Audiola. In the idiom of these models, one can say
that TRACKER was "used," and that it met some of the information
needs of Audiola's production staff. Its "potential" was not exploited,
and Audiola was having "people problems" in expanding TRACKER.
Also, "better planning" might have led to avoiding DATAMAZE entirely. While valid, these observations miss the heart of the payoffs of
TRACKER to the staff at Audiola and the difficulties in using and expanding it. TRACKER is not best understood through the categories of "success" or "failure," It was "sucessful" in that it was used routinely by the
production staff at Audiola, It still fails to meet their current needs and
expectations, It is typical of many automated information systems advertised as "successes"-it
is used and useful, but imperfect and sometimes
problematic.
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plain these recurrent difficulties. They are relatively ahistorical and asocial. Lines of action that did not work well are primarily viewed as the
products of bad decisions and inappropriate procedures, Web analysts are
more likely to view difficulties in developing and using complex comPuterized systems which cross technical boundaries as the byproducts of
larger patterns.
We find that the following five propositions which are consistent with
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web models of computing portray a richer view of the development and
use of computing than that of discrete-entity analysis:

Structural analysts, who view organizations as routinized production
and communication systems, would be less surprised (Cyert and March,
1963). Organizations which have developed routine data processing as
their primary product have developed special skills and standard operating procedures for increasing the efficiency of standard batch file manipulation and scheduled report production. These include investments in appropriate language processors (e.g., COBOL and IMS) and staff who are
skilled in their use. Such an organization will also have standardized its
operations so that jobs are run at preset times against specified files. An
instrumental computer user who wants a new report is requesting a service which such an organization has tuned itself to best provide. An analytical computer user, on the other hand, makes a set of demands which
cut across the standardized procedures and skills that characterize this
subunit. The most common languages stillused for analysis (e.g., FORTRAN) are infrequently used for data processing, and vice versa. Thus
the user of an analytical report is unlikely to find a programmer in the data
processing department with appropriate skills to consult on ways to set up
and organize jobs and files, etc. Data analysts are often exploring data,
and will execute a program some indefinite number of times until they obtain a satisfactory result. That style of use does not mesh easily with the
standard procedures of a shop where all programs are run a specific number of times and a fixed number of reports are prepared at the end of each
run.
Structural analysts might also wonder whether the equipment were specially configured to best support data processing jobs, which are often
input-output (110)-bound, or data crunching jobs which are often CPUbound, If the system resources (e.g., memory, 110 channels) are selected
for one job type and the operating system is also tuned to perform best
with jobs of that type, then adding jobs that make complementary demands on the machine will also appear to consume disproportion at el^
large system resources and probably will decrease overall throughput unless the system is reconfigured and retuned for the broader mix. (This is
expensive and time consuming, and demands expertise often not available
in small computer centers-it is avoided when possible.)
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1 . Computer-based service provision is specialized.
2. History of commitments constrains choice.
3 . Narrow incentives and opportunities motivate choice.
4. Macrostructural patterns influence local computing.
5. Computing systems evolve through fitting and packaging,
These propositions are not exhaustive and they do not provide unique answers to the initial questions, but we believe they lead to more astute observations of the conditions, qualities, and problems of complex computing arrangements. (See Section 5.6 for several additional propositions.)
We use structural, interactionist, and political perspectives to examine
these five propositions,"

5.1 Computer-Based Service Provision Is Specialized
The digital computer used by an organization may be general-purpose,
but that does not tell the whole story. Local computing organizations and
their supporting infrastructure organize to provide some services well and
other services badly, if at all.
This principle is best illustrated by an example.' A common example is
when staff who wish to undertake statistical data analyses attempt to use
a computer operated and programmed by a staff who primarily engage in
routine data processing. While statistical packages and algebraic language
processors may be easily available for the machine, the analysts often will
experience considerable difficulty in having their analyses programmed
and run in a timely manner.8 Most discrete-entity analysts would emphasize the capabilities of the underlying computing equipment, and would
not predict difficulties as long as the equipment is suitable.
Web analysts would be less sanguine. It is useful to see how web analysts who employ structural, interactionist, or political perspectives make
sense of computer-based services.

' See Appendix B for a description of these three theoretical perspectives.
For a different kind of example, see James Fallows' account of the way A m y specialists
redesigned the AR-15 rifle so that it lost its field effectiveness in Vietnam (Fallows, 1981).
In 1976, the first author and colleagues at the University of California at lrvine studied
the patterns of computing suppon provided by 42 local governments for a variety of applications and departments, including finance, police, and urban planning (cf. Danziger er a / . ,
1982). He studied planning applicalians in Brockton, Mass., Flourisant, Mo., Montgomery,
Ala., Newton, Mass., Kansas City, Mo., New Orleans, La., St. Louis, Mo., and Tuisa,
Okla. In Flourisant and Brockton, the planners were few in number and made no requests
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far analytical computer runs from the municipal data processing organization. In St. Louis,
lhe
the planners received adequate service from the municipal data processing center. In
other cities listed above, the planners received poor service from the municipal data PI0cessing center and turned to organizations outside the city government for colnPUter service
to support analysis. Universities were used by planners in New Orieans and Newton
locally developed applications; some planners also used special models developed and run
by state government computing facilities.
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which data processors and data analysts who work together bring different, and incompatible, meanings of "good and responsible" computation
to their work setting. For the data processor, standard, predictable reports are most sensible. Reports that are immediately thrown away are
"wasteful" and shouldn't have been generated in the first place. For the
data analyst, one may not know what an analysis should look like until
several trials have been run. Responsible computing exploits the computer to search through hundreds o r thousands of possible relationships to
help find a few important ones. These stereotypic positions characterize
the orientations of computer specialists who are immersed in data processing and computer users whose interests are primarily analytic (Kling
and Gerson, 1978). For a discrete-entity analyst, an "obvious solution"
for enhancing the computing support of the data analysts is simply to hire
appropriate computing specialists. Such a strategy makes good sense, but
is not tmuble-free. In particular, interactionists would expect similar tensions between those specialists who support routine data processing and
those who support analytical applications.
Apolitical analyst would examine the difficulties in service primarily in
terms of control over scarce resources and autonomy. According to Danziger (19791, the data processing staff form a "skill bureauct.acy" which
defines its own standards, operates so as to maximize its autonomy, and
seeks to expand its domain of administrative control. Facing demands for
a type of data analysis that his staff find unusual, the data processing manager may lean toward one of two strategic extremes: either ignoring the
request, since if his staff do not perfom well they could be labeled incapable, or attempting to provide good analytical support even if that requires
hiring new staff, so that the data processing facility maintains a local monopoly over the provision of computing.
Clearly, there are also intermediate alternatives. At any time, the data
processing center is specialized. It is organized and staffed so that it can
provide some computing setvices much better than others. In the face of
service demands that are not easy to accommodate, the computing staff
will make strategic choices which increase their autonomy and administrative control. Expansion and retrenchment can each be a sensible
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puting center will service all requests for software alterations with equal
speed: the power of the customer, the technical interest of the job, the
possibility of new revenue will all be positively correlated with speedier
service.
Computing resources which are relatively general-purpose at the
"source" of a production chain are effectively specialized through a variety of processes which cannot be instantaneously altered. Users will get
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less than they expect if they assume that service providers that sit between them and a particular resource will be neutral agents.
5.2 History of Commitments Constrains Choices

According to discrete-entity models, the historical evolution of computing services in an organization is isrelevant to an understanding of current
arrangements or to developing new arrangements.
Discrete-entity analysts sometimes do appreciate (and bemoan) the
way in which historical precedents and early commitments have shaped
the current practices and technology of an organization, including its
computing arrangements. But they believe that historical choices do not
usually meet "current needs," and decisions about choices should be
ahistorical. In normative administrative theory, the budgetary reform
movements such as zero-base budgeting best exemplify this sensibility.
It would be hard to label web analysts as "antireform." At the very least,
however, web models attempt to provide sharp concepts for understanding the dynamics of social and technical change. According to web
models, at any given time the ensemble of computing arrangements that
support a particular application represent a capital investment in equipment and support materials (Withington, 1979) and a political investment
in both technical experts and user clientele. Feasible choices for the
"next version" of a system are both supported and constrained by the
costs these historical commitments represent. Current commitments represent a fragile platform on which new capabilities may be built. (At Audiola it was easier to add DATAMAZE after the computing staff had some
experience with TRACKER.) But new systems and enhancements also
represent unique compromises in choices of equipment and infrastructure
which are optimized to minimize direct costs. At the very least, ahistorical proposals will incur relatively high indirect costs as local infrastructures are reshaped, political commitments are altered, etc.
Web models differ in the places on which they shed their conceptual
light. Strurt~lmlanalysts view organizations as networks of specialized
production units and communicators. Audiola in 1979, for example, had
n,,-"
oevelopeu, LnfiLrion
on a Eataiiiiach !800/3 in DATP.M.AZE. SUPpose that an alternative package such as IBM's COPICS were technically
a better product for the job. Substituting COPlCS and an IBM machine
for TRACKER and the Datacrunch would be a laborious and expensive
job. Equipment costs set a conservative lower bound. While equipment
compatibilities are the best understood historical constraints in the cornputing world, there are other kinds of commitments which often constrain
the choice of one actor in a production chain about the kind of equipment
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to acquire, procedures to institute, or services to provide. Making radical
changes of equipment indicates a kind of infrastructural constraint, but
other examples can occur from outward on the production lattice. Organizational subunits historically develop clienteles among certain departments. They are rarely free to abruptly alter the kinds of services they
provide without providing a graceful way for their previous clients to find
service elsewhere.
Interactionists would amplify this last observation by underlining the
way in which organizations, including those that provide some kind of
computing service (e.g., CPU cycles, software products, data analysis,
consulting) develop images which coalesce shared meanings about what
the organization is, These are difficult to change.
Political analysts pay particular attention to the coalitions of interests
served by current arrangements and proposed new ones. For them, history is not some abstract label, but a catchword for indicating the way a
group has allocated its resources-in our cases through technical investments and related services. Alterations are likely to redistribute benefits,
and stronger interests are likely to fight hard to avoid big losses.

5.3 Narrow Incentives and Opportunities Motivate Choices
According to discrete-entity models, CRs can be characterized by a set
of attributes (e.g., costs and information processing capabilities). New
CRs are attractive when their information processing capabilities and cost
provide additional leverage for users. For many computing specialists,
technically sophisticated systems motivate people to use them in an effective manner. In this way, interactive systems are preferable to batch systems, as distributed are to centralized and personal are to shared systems.
Similarly, the more elegant features, concurrent computations, and processor cycles a system offers and the fewer keystrokes it requires for use,
the more seductive it will be. In economically focused discrete-entity
analyses, technical sophistication comes at a price, and the smart adopter
selects a set of features where the marginal benefit equals or exceeds its
marginal cost.
.. Incen.
Web analysts do no! have such shav:y defined positions on ine
tives for adopting new CRs. They believe that discrete-entity explanations hold in certain cases, but are limited in (a) assuming that decision
makers employ broad and long-range rather than narrow and short-range
criteria; (b) characterizing the adoptability of CRs by technical and economic attributes only; and (c) assuming a single logic of adoption.
Structural analysts find that organizational actors do not bring a panoramic rationality to critical situations and decisions. Their framing of
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issues, selection of information, and evaluation of alternatives are influenced by their occupational perspective (Dearborn and Simon, 1958;
Cyert and March, 1963). Moreover, the conflictir~gpressures of their own
jobs and commitments outside the organization strongly influence their
priorities. Pettigrew (1973), for example, studied the acquisition of computer equipment by a British manufacturing firm and found that the contribution of equipment to the overall profitability of the firm played a small
role in the actual process by which equipment was selected.
In practical terms, one finds organizational subunits seeking CRs which
best serve their own interests. Sometimes, common computing arrangements or equipment can jointly serve many groups well, and no serious
compromises need to be made. However, when organizational subunits
engage in radically different lines of work (e.g., scientific analysis and
purchasing, medical laboratory analysis and billing), joint solutions will
be farther from optimal for some parties.
Intrractionist analysts observe that people bring their own incentives to
a setting and find opportunity in their interpretation of what resources are
available. Accordingly, people strive to become more certain about
what computing arrangements are preferable and act to realize that interpretation. For many computing specialists, developing or using "stateof-the-art" systems is important and an indicator of professional status.
Development and use of such systems often brings peer recognition of
technical mastery and prowess.
Furthermore, this recognition can open up new career opportunities for
these specialists, as gossip about their achievements spreads inside or
outside their employing organization. In the case of Audiola, computing
staff who gained experience with DATAMAZE found good jobs elsewhere. In addition, the industrial engineers who developed TRACKER
were promoted within the firm. (It is not the case that computer specialists only find career mobility outside the organization and users within it,
although this is common.) The skills and recognition that are attained in
this way can thus take on symbolic and capital value which specialists can
develop through working with state-of-the-art CRs. Similarly, instrumental users of computing such as insurance actuaries or chemical engineers
c-2 . L e a .L-:
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computing systems has payoffs for their own careers-and serves accordingly as an incentive for action.
People act to serve their own interests. People who control decisions
about how to develop or use CRs are likely to determine whose interests
are served by them. For analysts of organizational politics. the oppofillnity to control computing resources to serve one's interests is a common
incentive for developing or using CRs.
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Interesting examples can be readily found in the scholarly literature.
Kling (1978b) reports the case of an information system which was highly
touted by its developers and users as improving the efficiency and effectiveness of welfare operations in a medium-sized southern city. Close inspection revealed that the system had few direct payoffs for organizational efficiencies. It was, however, an important instrument in bargaining
with Federal auditors and HEW in receiving additional funds. The presence of the system rather than its use was most c r i t i ~ a l . ~
5.4 Macrostructural Patterns Influence Local Computing

According to discrete-entity models, near-optimal arrangements for
computing can be developed independent of the organizational or social
mosaic within which they are to operate. This is similar to saying that
computing systems can be developed or provided in a "context-free"
manner. In contrast, according to web models, the structural arrangements of computing reflect the patterning of organized interests in the
host organization. This is similar to saying that the development or provision of computing systems in an organization is "context dependent."
At Audiola, users of the TRACKER system were affected in several
ways by the company's use of a Datacrunch computer. The labor market
for Datacrunch programmers made programming support a particularly
scarce resource. The use of DATAMAZE, a language unique to Datacrunch, compounded Audioia's difficulties. The problem of expanding a
computer center which owned one full-scale model 180013 further compounded these difficulties. Audiola's low salary scale for programmers
further weakened the company's ability to compete in the job market for
Datacrunch programmers with DATAMAZE experience. In addition, the
relative priorities given to financial and manufacturing applications were
higher than those assigned to engineering and planning applications,
which are technically more challenging and interesting, and which therefore are likely to appeal to highly qualified potential employees. All of
these arrangements undermine Audioia's ability to develop systems that
fit well and work dependably.
-.
l h e strucfurai perspective provides a good basis for analyzing four elements that plague the development and provision of computerized services: "inappropriate procedures," delays, skilled labor shortages, and
difficulties of communication. Delays are pedestrian, but are often treated

' For other examples see Sections 4.1 and 4.3 of Kling (19801. and Markus (19791, Pettigrew l1973), and Albrecht (1979).
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as unexpected. They are much like system costs: "cost overmns" is a commonplace term while "cost underrun" is not. "Unexpected delay" is a
common term while "unexpected advance" is not.
The model of organizations as networks of processors which produce
and transport materials or information, and as noisy communication networks, helps make delays "normal" (Carzo and Yanouzis, 1967; Cyert
and March, 1963). In particular, efficient processors should have a low
idle time and nonempty queues of waiting jobs. (Municipal firemen who
are organized to respond rapidly to any emergency often sit idly and so
are "inefficiently" used much of the time.) However, in the case of software development and maintenance, staff who are so efficiently organized
that they are always busy cannot attend to all requests as they come in, or
even as they are "needed." Some requests for service will be queued for
later service. If the service unit (e.g., maintenance programmers) is very
efficient or understaffed, its queues should rarely be short. The queue discipline can be dynamically reordered to accommodate "emergencies"
(thereby delaying other requests), or the priorities of best customers
(thereby risking charges of "politics").
Further delays come as a result of the time required to make a decision
about a "needed" resource. Unless a manager is prescient and proactive,
his perception that some computing resources are needed will develop as
bottlenecks arise, Requests for equipment (e.g., terminals or software) Or
staff usually have to be approved if they exceed some set amount. In
wealthy organizations or on high-priority projects, such approvals may
come rapidly. In poorer organizations or on low-priority projects requests
are more carefully scrutinized, They may even be batched for periodic
committee review. Creating justifications, getting approvals, possibly recycling, seeking goods or services in the market, completing a workable
contract, getting delivery of goods, training new staff, etc.-all take time.
Some organizations have additional procedures which add additional
delays. Public agencies usually require competitive bidding on expensive
equipment and affirmative action searches for filling job openings. While
each has merit, each also delays the acquisition of staff, labor, or materials.
irnorher factor producing constrain:s is the rel-'i.:e
a.~ai!~bilityof resources needed by the organizational units on the production chain for
specific computer based services. Organizations and their subunits vary
considerably in their abilities to compete for scarce resources. TO CornPete for technically skilled labor, the relevant resources are salaries, location, interesting jobs, high morale, and so forth. In the 1970s there has
been a very tight labor market for computer specialists, and it will proha-
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hly continue into the 1990s. Organizations which are poorer in their ability
to attract skilled computer specialists will simply suffer a lack of ability to
maintain relatively sophisticated systems.
In our pedagogical example, Audiola's location in an old industrial section of Los Angeles was an impediment to attracting technical specialists,
including programmers. Had Audiola been rich enough, it might have
compensated for its location through salaries or other perquisites (or possibly even moving). Sometimes, identifiable classes of organizations will
be relatively disadvantaged. During the late 1970s public agencies faced
sharp fiscal reductions which have made them less able to compete with
private firms for skilled technical staff.1°
An interesting example of macrostructural influence which lends itself
to web analysis can be found in evaluation of the capabilities of Soviet
technologists and industrialists to develop sophisticated computer systems. Discrete-entity analysts examine which technologies are least well
developed (e.g., high-density magnetic disk storage), and argue that if the
Soviets could develop them, their technical capacity would be dramatically enhanced. Web analysts take a different approach and reach different conclusions. Goodman examined the social system in which the Soviets produce, disseminate, and maintain software (Goodman, 1979b). In
addition, Goodman broke further ground by examining Soviet software
through the system life cycle. This turned out to be particularly apt, since
the Soviet institutional arrangements support some activities (e.g., design) similar to Western countries, while they are particularly troublesome for other stages of the life cycle (e.g., testing, maintenance). Generalizing from his analyses of hardware, software, and economic
applications, Goodman examines the ways in which the effective computing developments depend on institutional relations which are responsive
to users and which cut across institutional sectors (e.g., commercial and
military, academic and industrial).
The standard model of the Soviet economy treats it as a two-tier system
segmented into military and consumer subeconomies. In the Soviet
Union, most production and distribution is planned, and there are relatively few market mechanisms for adjusting allocations of resources. In
.L- - I . - :-.
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civilian subeconomy receives lower quality materials and talent, and its
supply of resources can he preempted by organizations in the military
'O Even the United States military has trouble retaining specially trained staff. Far example, in the last quarter of 1980, 33 military personnel who were specialized in the use of a
computer for diagnosing electronic failures in F-I5 Aghrer planes were eligible for reenlistment. None reenlisted (Fallows, 1981, p. 48).
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suheconomy. In each sector, the industrial order is organized primarily as
a hierarchy, with relatively few cross-cutting organizations, committees,
trade associations, professional groups, etc. These features of the Soviet
economy are well known, but have not yet informed analyses of computing developments in the Soviet Union.
Goodman argues that this two-tier model and its hierarchical organization has posed particular problems for computing developments. It works
best for developing and disseminating products which can be neatly segregated into one of the subeconomies (e.g., toasters or submarines), and can
he adequate for disseminating products which require little fine-grained
feedback from their consumers.
Computer technologies do not have these characteristics. Computing
developments easily spill over from one sector to another. Most hardware
is relatively general-purpose. Moreover, computer systems, particularly
software, are best developed when there is close contact between consumers and developers. Such close contact is essential for maintaining
software so that it works under changing technical configurations and so
that it can be finely tuned to changing organizational conditions.
Goodman shows that the Soviets have had systemic problems in developing computer technology, and that they have had markedly greater success with hardware technologies than with software support." He analyzes how many of these problems derive from the two-tier, hierarchically
organized economic system. This leads him to conclude that technical
progress in software developments relative to Western countries will he
impeded by the two-tier economic segmentation, regardless of their advances in some specific component technology such as mass storage
media.
Goodman's web attalysis differs considerably from those put forth by
discrete-entity analysts (Dale, 1979) who ignore the structural character
of the Soviet economy. The conventional discrete-entity analyses aSSUme
that advances in certain key technologies, such as magnetic disk storage
media, will make substantial differences in the Soviets' ability to develop
useful software technologies such as DBMS. Goodman examines the role
of critical component technologies in estimating the Soviets' computing
capabiiiiies as
as
their iouiinized sirucpdics
fGr developifig
and using new technical systems. He simply finds that major advances in
component technologies cannot easily increase the Soviets' technical capacity by providing a technical fix which compensates for their institutional constraints.
" There are variations in their technical success in each area. Soviet CPU technologies
appear to be more reliable than magnetic disk storage technologies, for example.
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Goodman's analyses of the Soviet computing industry go far beyond
the largely technology-centered analyses which have been previously
published in the West. These tend to miss the different institutional requirements for hardware and software production as well as the way in
which different stages of the software development life cycle require different social intiastructures for support.
Interactionists also notice that the meanings of computing are not inherent in a technology or setting. They are often developed by people
through their interactions with computing and with others both in the
focal social setting and in the larger world. Organizations which attempt
to attract good staff by adopting "state-of-the-art" equipment exploit one
class of social meanings. Conversely, organizations which have trouble
finding technical staff to work on older equipment, routine projects, or
documentation are "victimized" by a set of social meanings defined outside their walls.

get them to operate as they have in the past or as they should under present idiosyncratic circumstances. Furthermore, similar but incompatible
systems proliferate under these circumstances, or in settings where user
groups differ in work demands and control over substantial programming
resources.
People shape the evolution of computing systems by the ways in which
they (a) develop new systems or add enhancements to existing systems
and (b) assimilate these "computing innovations" into their daily routines
(Scacchi, 1981). The people who produce a computing innovation determine its contours and intended fit into the local computing infrastructure.
Each innovation may be developed by participants according to the social
conditions and technological configuration they assume (e.g., eager users
and abundant processor cycles). However, these assumptions may not be
fully met by existing computing arrangements. Users may be preoccupied
and disinterested and processor cycles are often scarce. These arrangements and the conditions and resources they assume outline the local
package of a computing innovation.
Computing innovations not only come as a package, but the way they
are assimilated into local computing arrangements constitutes a repackaging of local computing infrastructure. The computerized accounting arrangements described in Stewart (1977, Appendix A) is a clear example
of this process. This repackaging (or simply, packaging) reflects a redistribution of (1) access to computing resources, (2) the structure of computing tasks, (3) the configuration of system components, and (4) the appropriateness of prior experiences and present understandings of the most
manageable ways to conduct computing tasks. Packaging characterizes
one process through which local computing arrangements are innovated
and evolved.
Instructi~ralterms, computing innovations that "fit well'' closely conform to the interests, resources, and constraints of participants, thus effectively serving organizational interests. The appropriateness of an innovation's fit can be identified according to (a) the existing social and
technological arrangements in which it will be embedded and (b) the cornmitment of resources necessary to sustain its fit. But the window for
smooth entry and i n t e g d c n of an innovation into the local computing
infrastructure changes shapes and location over time.
Embedded innovations can become obsolete when they no longer fit the
contours of the local computing infrastructure. The resources, inputs, and
skills required by outdated computing innovations may no longer be available or their output no longer needed. This may be due to technical or
organizational improvements elsewhere. The efficiency of a particular innovative technique depends not only on its own performance and that of

5.5 Computing Systems Evolve through Fitting and Packaging
According to discrete-entity models, coherent systems can in practice
be developed and regularly used. Coherent systems emerge through modular development, standardized interfaces, and ease of extension. Older,
less integrated and more clumsily developed systems will naturally be displaced when newer, more sophisticated systems arrive. Better systems
will drive out poorer systems. New system components offer more performance or additional capacity and in turn facilitate system growth.
Adoption of a DBMS to enhance an organization's ability to manage data
spread over many different computer-based files is a common example.
Systems thus evolve through the substitution or accumulation of advanced system components.
In contrast, real automated information systems and information processing resources are rarely coherent and completely consistent "systems," according to some web analysts. Further, such systems are unlikely to become completely coherent. Real-world computing systems are
often developed ad hoc and incrementally. Small alterations are grafted
onro existing sysrems in ways which may comprurnise a~nodulara~~ck~itecture and lead to a more skewed coupling. Maintaining a coherent system
configuration takes effort, adequate resources, and few constraints on
their use.
More typically, people develop their software systems layer upon
layer. The layering that emerges reveals systems as obscurely coupled ensembles whose interactions are sometimes troublesome to manage or
comprehend (Palme, 1978). People regularly tinker with their systems to
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its immediate substitutes, but also on its surrounding technology. This
means that a technique may survive from the past as operationally effective and yet be obsolete when compared to the technology in use.
For interactionists, the actions of participants attempting an innovation
together with the loose (available) elements in the local computing package "define" which innovations are appropriate and fit well. A new computing innovation is not appropriate a priori, no matter how capital-intensive, ugly, small, o r beautiful. Rather, local computing arrangements,
how participants embed their work in it, and what they perceive as the
(dis)advantages of a new resource distribution all shape how computing
innovations will fit and be evolved.
Similarly, for interactionists the local computing infrastructure is like a
multidimensional jigsaw puzzle being assembled by many people who interpret its always partial labyrirlth of pieces as images ultimately becoming coherent in the near future. Computing innovations serve as new or
additional pieces that, when fitted to existing pieces, reveal new or
slightly altered but still incomplete assemblages. The recurring packaging
and fitting together of new system pieces-by the way participants develop, use, and evolve computing innovations through their work-are
basic social processes which animate the local computing infrastructure.
Computing innovations may reinforce, stabilize, or subvert existing organizational computing arrangements-according to analysts of organizational politics. People in organizations seek control over their own resources (e.g., their time, attention, and skill). They will at times attempt
to innovate their computing arrangements to create marginal differences
in their resource control. Innovating computing arrangements is a familiar
and routine way participants alter the patterns of computing use and distribution of resources under their control. Whether the innovations reinforce or subvert is determined by the distribution and configuration of
system resources, by those actors participating in the development of the
innovation, by the participants who use and evolve them, and by the conditions existing when they were packaged.

5.6

Synthetic Observations

Discrete-entity analyses color our understanding of computing developments by overestimating "rational" payoffs and providing an impoverished conceptual vocabulary for understanding the conditions of less than
complete "success" or "failure." They certainly do little to explain how
success for some is failure for others.
Discrete-entity models can be employed in "pessimistic" analyses
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which assume that computerized systems will be oppressive instruments
of surveillance (Rule, 1974) as easily as they can inform analyses of broad
social boons created by new computing developments (Hiltz and Turoff,
1978).
In practice, discrete-entity analysis is more often turned to promoting
new computing developments rather than demoting them. Its conceptual
vocabulary is not terribly useful for understanding the actual dynamics of
computing developments. A web analyst takes as given certain commonplace difficulties: misspecified systems, cost overruns, and rigid systems.
If one attempts to explain or predict their occurrence, the discrete-entity
analysis does not provide much help: these problems are perceived to
occur because (stupid) people used the wrong technology (Ackoff, 19671,
developers and users did not plan properly (Comptroller General, 1979b)
or they mismanaged their resources.
We find the explanatory terms of the three theoretical perspectives
within which web analyses are framed to be much more satisfactory. If
cost ovesruns are common across many projects, many organizations,
and many technologies, the web analyst looks for systemic causal features of the environments rather than characteristics of individuals. Structurally induced delays, conflicts over goals which also produce delays,
and incentives for increasing costs all provide useful points of departure.
In this section we have examined many themes which distinguish web
models of computing developments from discrete-entity models:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Computer-based service provision is specialized.
History of commitments constrains choice.
Narrow incentives and opportunities motivate choice.
Macrostructural patterns influence local computing.
Computing systems evolve through fitting and packaging.

These are hardly exhaustive. We could have added the following:
6. Adoption is selective (Laudon, 1974; Pettigrew, 1973; Danzlger er
a/., 1982: Perry and Danziger, 1980).
7 . Innovation is continuous rather than discrete (Kliny and Gerson,
1977; Scacchi, 1981).
8. Costs are often underestimated and economic payoffs overestimated (King and Kraemer, 1981).
9. Different technical arrangements reflect political and social value
choices as well as "technical rationality" (Kling, 1978c,d: Danziger
et a / . , 1982).
10. Weak infrastructure often impoverishes the quality of computerbased services and systems actually provided (Goodman, 1979~).
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11. The infrastructure of computing services is often unevenly developed in organizations. The quality of infrastructure will also vary
across organizations, across applications within an organization,
and across modes of computer use.
12. Outcomes of computer use and strategies for computing management are context-sensitive (Kling and Scacchi, 1979b; Danziger rt
a / . , 1982).

Underlying these claims is the conception that the computer-based systems they best describe are a form of social organization. Discrete-entity
models indicate what may happen under the best of circumstances. The
web models are best suited to ask what is likely.
Our exposition in this section rested in large part on the pedagogical
case of Audiola, research reported by others, and our own perceptions. In
the next section, we report two new cases of computing to examine the
mileage we gain from the propositions developed here.

6.

Two Empirical Cases: Office Automation and DBMS

The following cases examine computing amangements in two real organizations, CSRO and INSURE, to help ground the preceding analyses.
CSRO is a computer science research organization and INSURE is a
commercial insurance c ~ m p a n y . 'Both
~
cases are computing arrangements which are currently receiving much attention: office automation
and data base management. Further, these cases describe "showcase" or
"leading-edge" computing settings. However, we focus our attention on
the routine use of computing systems as performed by the local participants, rather than just on the novelty of the computing systems themselves. These cases exemplify what a local computing milieu looks like,
how it is experienced by participants, how it shapes their work and vice
versa, and how it can be understood in terms of discrete-entity and web
models. This should help ground the preceding analyses.

6.1

Office Automation at CSRO

CSRO is a university-based research organization established during
the late 1960s to coordinate research activities between computer scientists and researchers in other scientific fields. The staff at CSRO consists
of about 60 researchers, including principal researchers, research associates, graduate students, and research programmers supported by computer facility and secretarial personnel. Researchers group according to
projects or common interests. This clustering reflects the divisions of system resources collectively allocated by CSRO managers (e.g., the allocation of processor time and pages of disk storage).
In 1974, principal researchers at CSRO and their collaborators acquired
a large-scale interactive computer system with funds from a joint research
grant to support their investigations. Their computer system was a DECsystem-10 with TENEX operating system utilizing more than 2 megabytes
of main memory and more than 400 megabytes of on-line disk storage.
The system could support morethan 50 interactive users during peak use
times. Some users develop very large interactive application systems
written in the INTERLISP language and programming environment as
part of their research (Sandewall, 1978; Teitelman, 1978). Most participants make extensive and frequent use of the office automation facilities
on this system. The system is also linked to outside organizations and
other computing facilities through the ARPANET computer network. The
DECsystem-10 computer system, the TENEX operating system, and the
INTERLISP programming environment were all requisite hallmarks of
CSRO's location within the world of computer science research (Kling
and Gerson, 1978). In sum, at the time of our investigation (1977-197%
the computing environment at CSRO was quite sophisticated
In 1946, CSRO's single-processor computer was upgraded to a dualprocessor configuration. The upgrade was intended to improve overail
system performance, but the gains were smaller than expected. The
"overhead" computations of the computer's operating system increased
substantially, thus slowing the upgraded system (staff estimated 35%
overhead increase). The computer facility staff attributed the behavior of
+%".
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dual-processor upgrade, memory capacity was not seen to be the limiting
factor in increasing the system's performance. About a year later, the capacity of the computer's memory was doubled through the addition of a
faster second memory unit.
From 1975 to 1979, CSRO's on-site users and the computing facility
staff repeatedly exceeded their allocations for disk storage. To meet the
...,A

CSRO and INSURE are pseudonyms, as are the names oithe software processors described in the cases. The cases are based on intensive observational field studies and structured interviews with more than 30 participants in each organization. Data for these cases
were collected by the second author during 1977-1979. The data collection scheme emphasized interactionisl and structural themes (Kling and Scacchi, 1980, Appendix A). See
Scacchi lI98Il for details of the data collection and additional information about bath organi.
details about CSRO.
zations and Kling and Scacchi 11980) f o ~additional
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increased demand for storage, the compoter's disk storage capacity was
doubled by adding more disk units. Also during this period, the average
number of regular CSRO system users doubled. Total processor utilization increased by a factor of six although peak daily system load average
remained steady.I3 Though the computer's processor, memory, and disk
storage capacity were augmented, total computer system usage far outstripped this augmentation. Measurements of system load averages suggested that users were extending their system usage by increasing their
consumption of system resources. Most users agreed that this was the
case. But these users also indicated that there were noticeable fluctuations in system usage after each of these hardware enhancements was introduced.
Many users indicated that the level of computer use continued to increase. In order to avoid high system loads during regular work hours (8
A.M. to 5 P.M.), research users shifted their periods of use to off-hours;
evenings, graveyard hours (12 A.M. to 8 A.M.), and weekends. But when
the processor and memory enhancements were made, many users of offhours computing shifted back to regular work hours. They chose to run
large programs normally relegated to nighttime hours during the day because of the apparent increase in computer resources. In both instances,
system use increased so dramatically in the first few months that usen
once again were faced with shifting their computer usage back to nighttime hours in order to avoid system congestion. The steady growth of the
number of system users also reinforced this pattern of use of computing
resources.
The increase in disk storage capacity revealed similar trends. Before
the addition of more disk units, user demand or comsnmption of disk storage space regularly exceeded its allocation. When storage allocations
were exceeded, users had to either archive or delete storage files. But
with doubled storage capacity, users were able to keep more disk files online. Though capacity was doubled, the rate of disk storage consumption
after the addition was so steep that CSRO managers acted to take some of
the additional disk units off-line. This reduced total available storage.
CSRO systems plogrammers indicated that this was done to ensure the
availability of additional storage in the near future.
The facilities for office automation were regularly used by all participants at CSRO. The components for text processing (four text editors and
l 3 System load average is a measure of the level of system utilization computed and recorded hy the TBNEX operating systern. Five-year plots of system load averages which denote the reported increase across the user communities appears in a CSRO annual report.
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the NEAT text formatting ~ y s t e m ) , file
' ~ archiving (ARCHIVE), bulletin
board (BB), electronic mail (NETMAIL), and computer use monitoring
(MONITOR) had been automated but not integrated into a single system
(Scacchi, 1981). Together with system utilities, these components served
as the facilities for office automation. We were not surprised that CSRO's
participants would be among the first to acquire or develop such capabilities. Each of these system components was operational and in routine use
prior to our inquiry in 1976. We therefore examined this collection of software system components which participants use in support of their research work.
There had been no formal plan at CSRO calling for the progressive
adoption of this computerized work environment. Each of these system
components was either acquired from other organizations (the NETMAIL subsystems) or developed locally by users (the BB, facility), staff
specialists (the file ARCHIVE utility), or project managers (the MONITOR program). No one person was specifically responsible for defining,
organizing, using, or integrating these components into a single unified
system. Each appeared to be developed independent of the others. However, the adoption and development of these components were consistent
with the local organizational climate which supported and encouraged the
creation of sophisticated computing environments. All computer users at
CSRO were aware of and used (or encountered) most of these components on a daily basis. Yet there was no single source of information or
documentation that described the uses of these systems. Instead, system
users would learn these facilities through interactive system use or
through interaction with other computer users.
Each of the system components was used to support either research
work or communication within and among project staffs. The text processing facilities provided the production facilities for reports prepared by
CSRO participants: technical reports, internal memos, research proposals, graduate theses, or system documentation. The BB facility was
used as a public repository of project communications or other "public"
notices, The ARCHIVE utility was used to automatically store unused
computer files (e.g., old documents or source program codes), especially
when on-line disk storage space allocations were near or exceeding their
assigned limit. The NETMAIL programs were used to send or read electronic messages whether generated inside or outside of CSRO. Finally,
the MONITOR facility was used by the computer facility manager as a
" T h e development and evolution ofthis text processtng system is described in Kling and
Scacchi (1980).
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means to keep users from exceeding their allocated amounts of computer
time or storage space. But participants' use of these components reflected
peculiar kinds of workplace interactions mediated by the computer.
Users find one particular aspect of the computerized work environment
essential for its use: a user needs a computer terminal to access and compute with system resources. All users did not have computer terminals
readily accessible. Computer terminals were necessary for interactive
computing and the office components were "useful" only when used online. Computer terminals were provided by individual research projects
within CSRO according to their funding arrangements. Bigger projects
had larger staffs and more terminals than did smaller projects. Project
members with terminals not in use were encouraged to share them with
other users. This arrangement was successful as long as there were
enough terminals to go around. Thus, users in small or unfunded projects
were particularly pressed when many users in the large projects wanted to
compute. They might not in that case have access to system resources. In
fact, after a few heated arguments over terminal use erupted between
members of different projects, CSRO project managers formulated a policy establishing priorities for sharing terminals among users.I5
The BB utility was a convivial user community facility for exchanging
notes, recipes, and reviews. Everything stored in this facility (e.g., system documentation, recipes, and book reviews) was accessed in the same
convenient manner. Few users reported any problems in using BB; the
few complaints centered on occasionally encountering frivolous messages
or having to respond to other participants who were reacting to outdated
bulletins. Users appeared to be quite satisfied with this facility.
Most users reported spending 15-60 minutes a day reading or sending
NETMAIL messages to each other. It was a widely used facility and was
regarded as essential to the work of many participants. However, if a user
received too many messages (i.e., too many message files) and exceeded
his or her on-line disk storage allocation, then the ARCHIVE facility
might automatically start to archive the least recently used files regardless
of their content or importance.I6 TO avoid this, users who received many
messages (e.g., project managers) had to manage their file stores. Auto' j Since not all participants might have a terminal to access their NETMAIL, this policy
was circulated to everyone in poprr form.
" Active paiticipants sometimes produce or interact with 10-30 files a day. But if the
space allocated ta a user in exceeded, the program removes and archives the least recently
used RJes until under allocation. ARCHIVE was piograrnmed to visit user file directories
once a day. Once archived, it look afull day toget files retrieved and restored onto the user's
disk area.
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matic archiving was more likely to occur to users who broke an extended
pattern of system use by leaving for vacation or a conference. Upon their
return, they would sometimes find many messages present and critical
files missing but archived. Users who had active files unintentionally archived subsequer~tlyattended closely to their use of NETMAIL and file
management.
The NETMAIL subsystems also had a few technical problems (system
bugs) and were not as reliable as users expected. Certain "normal" sequences of interaction with NETMAII. would result in messages being either lost or garbled en route. For participants accustomed to cornmunicating short messages through the NETMAIL facilities, the degraded system
performance was surprising. Many tried to figure out what was wrong
with the system until a common diagnosis of the difficuliy emerged. Their
understanding was that they were using a recently enhanced version of a
NETMAIL subsystem that was not completely compatible with the current version of the computer's operating system. But with no contract service agreement with NETMAIL's developers, users chose to accommodate themselves to its enatic, mysterious, and sometimes frustrating
performance in order to use it until it could be fixed.
The MONITORprogram was designed to ensure that system resources
allocated to each user community would be available when system use
(load average) was high. This progrdrn was implemented to (1) warn users
of excessive use of system resources per unit time, (2) disconnect users
from the system who failed to heed such warnings, and (3) automatically
send NETMAIL messages to users exceedir~gtheir-allocation of disk storage warning them of pending file archiving. (Some users in turn identified
these sorts of messages as bothersome, electronic junk mail.) But users
on small projects with small resource allocations would not even be able
to read or send NETMAIL, let alone do any serious computing during
high-use periods, Users with sufficient access to the system's resources
discovered a simple way to slip by the MONITOR without being removed
from the system when they exceeded allocated limits. Further, they could
easily slip back after a few minutes to their system resource-demanding
usage and continue their work. As serious researchers sharing critical resources, they did not generally abuse this slipping capability. Instead,
they would try to choose a time to compute that would allow them to get
adequate system resources without being bothered by the MONITOR.
Unfortunately, users in different projects or communities did not generally coordinate a schedule for using extensive system resources. Thus,
for all but small project users, the operation of the MONITOR effectively
served as a reminder to try to compute (hence work) during periods when
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system load average is low. But for small project users, the MONITOR
was a nemesis keeping them from access to system resources during peak
use periods.
The computerized work environment facilitated the research activities
of participants at CSRO. Participants in every project or user community
reiterated this claim many times. This was a strong, pervasive belief
throughout CSRO. But these automated office components often amplified the demand for a user's time, skill, and attention for managing the
storage of files on disk. However, users were not dissatisfied with the conception, use, or upkeep of these components. Instead, they would sometimes go to great lengths to explain the sophistication of their computing
work environment, treating the difficulties that emerged as unrelated or
isolated problems (except for documentation, "which could always be
better"). The difficulties that did emerge were downplayed, whereas the
richness of the environment and the importance of the research was highlighted. Many participants indicated that the dilemmas that did occur
could or would be easily remedied by some alternative (i.e., future) computing arrangement: it would just be a matter of time, adequate resources
to do the job, and people with the skill necessary to realize it.

tegrated with those for the development of new "products" for salethat is, insurance policy packages. The plans indicated the current priorities and negotiated settlements between the different interests represented in the automation committee.
The plans also served as the directions for the Information Systems Department (ISD) for system development and evolution. However, the
major settlements achieved within the automation committee often led to
one division getting the support necessary for developing some new system together with some assignment of ISD staff to the project. This meant
that ISD representatives on the automation committee were always influential in decisions to reallocate support staff from current projects to
new ones or else to hire additional staff for the new projects. Further, if
additional staff could not be hired readily, then committee members,
especially in the affected user division, had to choose how to have the
ISD-based support services divided between the new development
project and the existing operational systems.
The principal activities at INSURE included developing insurance policy packages, selling insurance, selecting insureds, fixing premium rates,
writing insurance policies, investing money, keeping accounts and statistics, paying losses, and in the course of these activities, dealing with legal
problems and regulatory agencies. These activities were common to most
insurance companies (cf. Riegel et a / . , 1976). Each department was responsible for duties arising under each activity category and all were
coordinated through their use of a central computer-based master file.
Computing at INSURE was used to produce analytic findings, insurance policy packages, and internal and external reports and to manage investment portfolios. Of these, insurance policy packages were the main
product which INSURE agents sold to customers. Developing new products was an increasingly important line of work of actuarial staff that
helped keep INSURE a going concern, competitive within the insurance
industry.
By 1978, seven computing systems were in use at INSURE. Most COmputing services were provided by the ISD with its staff of 180. This staff
supported the operation of a modern large-scale computer system, an Itel
AS15,18 within a central computer facility. The other systems-including
four different minicomputer systems and two remote data-shaWng services-were decentralized and located outside of INSURE's central
computing facility. Various managers reported that acquiring or developing new systems was one way to retain skilled computing staff: "keeping current with the technology," as one said. But scheduling system
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6.2 Data Base Management at INSURE
At the time of our field research, INSURE was one of the top 25 mutual
insurers competing nationally in the insurance industry. It employed
about 1100 people at its central office, the site under examination.'' INSURE has been using computers for processing transactions related to insurance policies since 1955, and it was one of the first insurance companies to computerize. INSURE, like most insurance firms, was quite
committed to computing to support the processing of high volumes of policy transactions. INSURE'S commitment to computing was reflected in
their allocating 7% of their total annual operating budget for computing
operations, approximately $4.5 million during 1978.
An "automation committee'' composed of managers from several divisions served to formulate and implement both short-term (quarter-toyear) and lnng-term (one to five-year! p!ans for computing systems at INSURE. (Often top managers did not attend these meetings, but sent their
computer liaisons instead.) These plans for corporate systems comprised
a portfolio of high-risklhigh-payoff development projects together with
low-risk projects for enhancing operational systems. These plans were in" This central office is about 20 times the size of CSRO, but less than 25% of the size of
the university in which CSRO is situated.

'%ationat

Advanced Systems now setls and services these computers.
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usage was a recurring problem associated with all the in-house computing
systems. Processing time on the central computer was most scarce and
the problem managers faced was how to minimize contention for this
high-demand resource. Thus, acquiring additional computing systems or
system capacity was a frequently tried strategy.
Most computing activities at INSURE centered around the operation
and upkeep of the "master file." The master file was the most important
computer-based resource at INSURE; it was initiated around 1960 when
the firm was using a first-generation Univac-I1 computer. Since then,
many staff have worked to expand it and maintain its integrity. Though it
was called a "file," it was actually a very large data base organized as a
collection of many files operating on the central ltel computer system. It
contained the insurance policy records on more than 400,000 insured^.'^
This data base was primarily used in the processing of insurance policy
transactions and in the preparation of actuarial studies. However, department managers also used analyses drawn from the master file to help plan
and control activities in their lines of work.
Managing the master file was an important set of activities organized to
handle routine policy transactions for the growing volume of business.
Many of these transactions were supported by on-line (interactive) applications. Many different kinds of summary reports were generated from
this data base at different times. Special software facilities were required
to restructure it when new insurance productswere introduced and new
reports needed, or when system capacity was exceeded. Interactive facilities for selectively accessing or aggregating data were regularly used to
support actuarial computations of premium rates for new product development. All our respondents reported that obtaining valid data to and
from their expected location in the master file was important, and costly if
done wrong. Thus, determining who would have "read" or "write" aecess to the master file and what software facilities would be used to interact with it was a common concern of department managers, actuarial
users, and ISD staff. (While their concerns were shared, their proposals
sometimes differed. j
The staff in the ISD, the automation committee, the user departmentISD liaisons, and instrumental users in each division were all interested in
controlling different aspects of data management at INSURE. The managers in the ISD wanted to be able to develop and deliver on schedule
systems that supported new insurance products. Delivering an operational system on schedule was one way ISD staff and managers could dis-

play their technical competence. To ensure their ability to demonstrate
competence, ISD managers adopted a (two-volume) set of procedures for
project planning and control in an attempt to routinize the development of
these systems. However, unexpected or rapid turnover of ISD personnel
could jeopardize scheduled completion of a system's development. These
managers learned that adopting current computing technologies such as a
new DBMS helped attract and retain skilled programming staff by keeping
current with the technology.
The automation committee decided what systems were to be built and
whether they would be cost-effective when operational. Committee members were well aware that changes to the structure of the master file could
be costly if many operational programs had to be converted to remain
compatible. Sometimes systems intended to support new products required such alterations. The ability to systematically restructure the master file was one reason why the committee chose to adopt a modern
DBMS. Another reason was to support the development of new insurance
products. However, the insurance agents in the field together with INSURE'S top managers actually initiated the demand for new productsand thus for new application systems.
The liaisons advocated the adoption and selection of particular systems
or technologies that they believed would best serve the interests of users
in their division. If the development of a new product line did not depend
upon its software being integrated into the master file, then the liaisons
had a prime opportunity to use their clout and take responsibility for
choosing the new system and overseeing its implementation. The liaisons
were quite influential in decisions to adopt new minicomputer systems for
their user divisions.
Finally, the actuarial users were responsible for specifying the functions (i.e., the design) of new or evolving application programs. Actuarial
users developed the products that were marketed by the agents in the
field. They relied upon their analyses of data drawn from the master file to
determine the premium rates and profitability of INSURE'S products.
Their application designs were implemented by ISD staff either as enhancements to operational systems or as new systems, These programs
would access data, perform the necessary computations, and generate the
reports from daVa located in the master file. Thus these users had to Coordinate the necessary support of other actuarial staff, the automation cornmittee, the ISD staff, and the master file with the existing operating Procedures in order to analyze the requirements for these programs.
Since the early days of computing at INSURE, four kinds of software
systems had been adopted. These included many stand-alone application
programs, an integrated file management system, at least two user-

InEach customer record contains about ZOOO characters of information. Thus, the master
file contains nearly one billion characters (or bytes) of stored information.
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oriented facilities for (limited) query processing and report generation,
and most recently a DBMS. The first production applications were originally developed to run on the Univac-I1 computer in machine code. Some
of these applications still exist and operate on a regular basis.20The remaining systems were implemented in assembly or higher Level languages
(e.g., COBOL) native to IBM 51360 or Si370 computers. These software
systems represented the variety of application programs for managing
master file processing.
In production, many of these applications are streamed together so that
the operation of one program depends on the successful operation of its
predecessor(s). The failure of some of these programs could potentially
stop or disrupt the work of hundreds of people at INSURE. (This was said
to happen at least once or twice a year.) Programs could fail if they accessed either the wrong data set or one with previously scrambled data.
ISD specialists attempted to prevent or catch these failures by incorporating extensive data validation checks into newer systems. While newer
programs had these checks built into them, some of the older Univac-11
programs did not. Thus, many ISD specialists reported occasionally coming to work in the middle of the night to revive a program that failed so
that other production programs could run.
Automated data validation emerged as a necessary condition for ensuring the proper operation of production systems. Data had to be checked
by each program to determine if they were appropriate and whether they
should be treated as regular or exceptional. The major portion of most of
the modem production systems at INSURE had been designed and implemented specificaliy to handle exceptionalor errant cases. As one software
systems manager noted, "90% of our code is devoted to handling 5% of
the cases."
Maintaining data base applications programs was a central activity attendant to managing the master Ne. These systems "wore out" when
they could no longer be understood and maintained by ISD staff. For example, at least one-third of the production systems for one user division
(including those for policy contract administration, underwriting, and premium rate book) were coded in machine language for the antiquated Univac-I1 computer. The only documentation for some of these systems were
source code listings four to five years old. Further, the "comments" annotating the program were sparse, few in number, and penciled in by their
maintainers. Therefore, the knowledge necessary to understand and

maintain these systems remains available only to the two specialists sustaining themz'
I n order to accommodate the evolution of these systems, additional
programs were built about core production systems. Although the internal
structure of an old system might not be well understood by most specialists, its inputs and outputs generally were. These inputs and outputs could
therefore be pre- or postprocessed to obtain some desired net computation, Old systems were treated as black boxes which could be embedded
within newer programs whose remaining computations (e.g., for exceptional case handling) were understandable. When system alterations were
requested, they were generally made to the periphery, rather than the
core, of an older production system. Accordingly, system structure primarily evolved at its periphery rather than through its core. However,
some system changes should have been made to the core system. Otherwise, computations done in periphery routines could essentially undo or
work around the computations executed in the core. Staying on top of
these fragmenting systems remained manageable as long as a system's behavior was understood by the responsible specialist. But his understanding depended on familiarity with how these systems were used and the
quality of their documentation.
Managers at all levels had come to recognize that replacing these embedded systems was increasingly costly. Further, there were barriers to
system conversion within organizational operations and in the implementations of computing systems, which in turn drove up the cost of these
systems.
Specialists trained in either assembly or higher level programming languages were not willing to learn the obscure machine language systems.
This professional skill was useless for them outside of INSURE: there
was no market for Univac-I1 programmers. Similarly, within the organization, Univac-I1 programming skills would not be useful when these systems were replaced. The obsolete program code for these systems was
effectively incomprehensible to all but two specialists in INSURE, yet
these systems generally perform as expected when run (Rosenberg, 1980).
The two specialists who possessed the dated skills wanted to gain programming experience with COBOL and with the contemporary DBMS.
This was part of an agreement they established with their ISD supervisor
to ensure (1) their position in the firm and (2) the upkeep of the antiquated

These old programs were made compatible with the present large computer by means of
a series of systems programs which either emulate or simulale the operation of the earlier
generation computers.

Most of these systems have recently been redeveloped and coded in COBOL, the Programming ianguage in which most ISD programmers were skilled. The few remaining old
systems arescheduled for replacement by summer 1981, 10 years since their conversion was
initiated.
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systems. These specialists wanted to develop contemporary programming
skills that ensured their career options both inside and outside of INSURE.22Thus, they limited their commitment to working with these vintage systems.
The conversion and upgrade of the old Univac-11 programs had been
under way since 1971. This was in line with the automation committee's
long-term plan calling for the "accelerated redesign of these systems ...
for more flexibility and more modem technology." The first step taken
was to acquire and modify an integrated file management system, ALIS.
(ALIS was actusrlly a package of assembly-level subroutines developed
for the insurance industry that required modification in order to fit into
INSURE'S operations.) This system services applications for only the individual division, its end-user community. In the three years necessary to
make this system compatible with the existing systems, over $2,000,000
was spent to realize its integration. Most of the applications then developed to run with this software package were originated for this system
rather than being conversions of older Univac-I1 systems. This new system did not resolve the difficulties of data base management that had arisen
with the older systems. Instead, it mitigated the occurrence of those problems for the newly developed applications.
Since ALLS was adopted, decisions to adopt other major software systems were more closely bound to the opportunities and constraints facing
ISD staff. In particular, their judgment regarding the redevelopment and
file conversion necessary to make an off-the-shelf system usable was central to adoption decisions. However, they invested limited amounts of
time, attention, and interest in such analyses because of commitments to
other, more pressing aspects of daily work (e.g., fixing system bugs, implementing user-requested system enhancements). As a result, many of
these analyses were ad hoc or casual, But they served to demonstrate the
analyst's conformity to organizational procedure (e,g., in conducting cost
studies) as well as substantiating the decision of the involved participants
for or against the adoption of some new system.
Finally, the DBMS was adopted in 1975 in accord with the automation
committee's plan and the interests of ISD staff, Most of the ISD staff were
subsequently trained to work with the DBMS. However, in the first three
years following its adoption, only three applications were (re)deveioped
to operate with the DBMS. ISD staff explained this low rate of development of DBMS based applications in terms of (1) the reliability of the
older production systems and the skills of staff familiar with them, (2) the

effective organizational policy to primarily maintain operational systems
before developing new systems, and-to a much lesser extent-(3) the
deterioration of their unused skills for working with the DBMS. Further,
most systems specialists were assigned to maintain two systems and limited to participating in the development of only one other at a time. To
ensure the spread of expertise on individual application systems among
specialists as a backup measure, specialists were periodically rotated
amongsystems. The implementation of the DBMS was only a partial snccess by 1978, although it offered many opportunities to the firm-including retaining talented ISD staff.
Our summary observation of data base management at INSURE is this:
Even within a firm that has major organizational and financial commitments to data base management (as well as computing), there still are not
enough skilled people, much less, sufficient time, inclination, and budget
to convert old production systems, maintain currently operational systems, and develop new systems as desired.

2z LSD actively bursued a policy providing that 5% of staff time be committed to training
and skill improvement in system development.

7. Case Analysis
We can examine the explanatory power of the five propositions which
were introduced in Section 5 by using these two cases. We believe that
these cases usefully illustrate many elements of web models, but we do
not suggest that these cases cover all significant aspects of computer
use in complex organizations. A few special features of these cases should
be kept in mind:

1. Both CSRO and INSURE are relatively wealthy firms and invest
substantial resources in their computing developments (unlike ~u'diola,
for example).
2. Within these organizations, we investigated applications whose use
is relatively discretionary. Moreover, these modes of computing are much
more loosely coupled than for applications which share data in real time
--such as airline reservation systems or military command-and-control
systems. At INSURE these are analytical programs and packages for producing actuarial analyses, while at CSRO they are a set of facilities
Producing textual reports and electronic mail.
3. Most of the staff who were selected for study are highly skilled
Semiprofessionals (e.g., insurance actuaries) and computer specialists
Who support the packages they use.
4. Data were collected to shed light on certain specific questions:
s,
How is computing embedded in the routine work of computer users?"
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"How do organizational participants initiate and respond to computing innovations?" etc.

system users for assistance. The specific order of activities performed is a
matter of circumstance and practical action rather than formal procedure
(Suchman, 1980). A "beaten path" down this chain may be traversed frequently when documents styled forjournal publication are produced. Fur.
ther, it is assumed that the task chain is performed by a person who already has a rough draft of the document in hand or in mind. We will
examine task chains as we analyze the cases, especially in Section 7.5
We now turn to review the cases of INSURE and CSRO. We use the
five propositions tiom web models examined in Section 5 and the lines of
work for producing reports as our foci. Our analysis will be partial and
suggestive rather than exhaustive in covering the concepts and case data
introduced earlier.

Our focus in analyzing these cases will be an activity common to many
lines of computing work: using a computing system to produce reports.
(These are research documents at CSRO and actuarial reports for new insurance products at INSURE.) In each case, local computing arrangements influence the ease. We first identify the lines of work and resource
dependencies that participants undertake in producing their reports. Then
we examine the five dynamics of computing development and use for each
case.
Organizational participants encounter different elements of the local
computing infrastructure in the course of their computing work. But how
is the work of various participants linked to this infrastructure? Participants enact their computing work as a series of tasks, some formal and
routine, others ad hoc and circumstantial. Although their work does not
occur in some mechanistic manner, participants' work is marked by a sequence of events through which they consume available resources until
some valued object is produced. By examining the "task chains" of various participants, we can identify how their work with computing is embedded in local computing arrangements.
Task chains link participants' instrumental work and their use of computing resources. These chains denote the commitments that individuals,
groups, or organizations make to working with the available computing
resources. (Task chains are not rigid. People often try to arrange these
commitments in a way they prefer,) Thus, task chains denote the routine
fragments of work in a production lattice local to an organization.
Consider, for example, text processing at CSRO and the computing activities in which a participant engages in producing a document:
T o produce adocument of professional quality a user needs to get a computer terminal;
gain access to the system; create or alter text files with a text editor. text formatter, and
a spelling checker, then iterate as desired; extract document test pages for formatting
verification; gain access t o a suitable letter-quahty lineprinter; make sure ihat the lineprinter has suitable printing materials: compute with system utilities to plint the document; examine the ptinted document to assure quality "standards"; and repeat any of
these should system bugs or glitches be found.

This chain ouflines a recurring set of tasks and computing arrangements
that must be traversed to produce a report.z3It is assumed that, in an excursion down adocument preparation task chain the user knows the various system operations or else consults system documentation or other
n3 Computing innovations in turn alter the sequence of elements and tasks that must be
traversed.

7.1 The Provision of Computing Services
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Is Specialized

At CSRO, each system user is almost always a computing specialist.
Even clerical and administrative staff are specialists in the use of Local automated office facilities. In organizations whose business is computer science, this is not uncommon (cf. Gruhn and Holh, 1979). The office automation facilities are used in producing computer based reports. Each user
is often solely responsible for text generation, editing, formatting, typesetting, file managing, printing, and locating and circumventing system
bugs when preparing computer-based documents. The widespread routinization of these skills and task chains minimizes situations where document preparation services require skills not available nearby. This highly
homogeneous distribution of specialized skills in automated document
preparation results in many fewer problems of access to skilled expertise
than are found in other organizations, such as INSURE, The most salient
difficulties at CSRO are primarily those of access and control over local
computing equipment: terminals, memory, CPU cycles,
At INSURE, access to the master file data base is often necessary in
producing actuarial reports. The production lattices necessary to produce
a report are diffuse and often include participants who work in various
organizational subunits. A plethora of software facilities and specialists in
the !SD scppor! the routine pxductior! of these reports, I I ~ w e v e most
r~
routinely produced reports are tied to particular data base management
facilities and those specialists fluent with them. For example, the Univac11 programs selectively access the master file in producing the firm's annual report. These programs are operational only once or twice a year,
and thus they have low visibility in the firm. These programs are maintained by specialists who would rather work with contemporary Systems
to upgrade their professional skills and career opportunities. Other spe-
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cialists in the firm are disinterested in working with these antiquated systems. Though conversion of these systems is now imminent, ten years
have elapsed since their conversion was initiated. This conversion was
protracted due to (a) difficulties in understanding how the programs work
and how they might be coupled to other systems, (b) finding and retaining
specialists fluent in both antiquated machine languages and modern data
base management techniques, and (c) fluctuating shortages of skilled
staff, who were frequently required to support other, more visible systems which also had to be kept operational.
The distribution of report production skills at INSURE is less integrated and uniform than at CSRO, though both organizations have several
computing systems. At INSURE, the provision of computing services
was specialized as a necessary and sufficient condition for the professional upward mobility of many participants.
Finally, at both CSRO and INSURE, the configuration of computing
hardware and software in use closely fits the routine operations in each
organization as well as the professional interests of local participants. Although both office automation and data base management represent general-purpose computing technologies, the manner in which they are developed, used, and evoived is centrally dependent upon the organizational
setting in which they are embedded. Thus, the system for office automation at CSRO emerged and was used in a way closely aligned to the interests of local participants. But the same automated system might be awkward to use and maintain in a setting like INSURE. Conversely, the data
base management facilities at INSURE which support many routine
operating procedures in that organization would likely be quite arcane,
unworkable, and downright distasteful to use in a setting like CSRO.

7.2 The History of Commitments Constrains Present Choices
At CSRO, choices for how to configure an adequate computing envirunnlent hingedon the amount (and kind) of system resources that participants held were necessary for the continued growth and advance of
their research work. The common interest among participants was that
i
mole system
when ihe available sysiam resources were in g ~ e aderi~aiid,
resources should be added to relieve resource contention. However, how
the additional system resources would be used or how they might interact
with the prior system configuration was not well understood. The choice
of which resources to add were limited to those upward-compatible with
the existing system configuration as well as what local participants held
would be the most effective addition under present circumstances (i.e.,
patterns of system use). Thus, upgrading the central processor was not ef-
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fective until memory capacity was doubled. But before the dual processor
configuration was implemented, the memory was adequate. When both
the processor and memory capacity were enhanced, the demand for disk
storage soared as users pursued a more aggressive style of system resource use.
The use of multiple text editors among participants reflects a reliance
on prior routine skills and familiar facilities not available in the newer
editing systems. Since older and contemporary systems are concurrently
in use, both must be maintained. Similarly, as reported in Kling and Scacchi (1980), the multiple versions of the NEAT text formatting system in
use leads to many users becoming system maintainers in order to keep
this version current with their use of it. Hence, some duplication of effort
throughout the organization is necessary to sustain or upgrade operational
compatibilities of these systems. This of course increases the amount of
attention and effort that must be directed at maintaining a working knowledge of local computing arrangements.
At INSURE, the implementation of the family of data base management facilities reveals a different set of historical constraints. As we saw
above in Section 7.1, the specialization of data base management services
is bound up with the computing staff who work with them. Similarly,
though generation after generation of technically improved software facilities were installed, the patterns of use of older embedded facilities and
the layered embedding of these facilities beneath other systems reflect
prior commitments to certain directions of system development and use.
The old Univac-I1 programs, ALIS, and DBMS facilities were added to
support the growth and diversity of applications interacting with the master file. But altering one set of master file processing procedures might a f , ~
fect others operating at different layers. Thus, changes to existing applications as well as the implementation of new systems were subject to an
increasing anay of bureaucratic procedures in an attempt to minimize
possible disruptions.
The adoption of the newer ALIS and DBMS facilities was also predicated on the availability of suitably skilled staff to work with them. Such
accommodations were necessary at INSURE in order to compensate for
work coniliigencles azd to retsin skilled specialists in the firm. Thus, the
choices for how the existing master file applications could be altered or
extended were limited by the availability of specialists who understood
how the existing systems operated as well as how the systems came to
assume their current configuration.
At both CSRO and INSURE, participants acted to increase their control over local computing arrangements and their use in producing
ports. The ways in which participants got control over local comPlltmg

re-
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arrangements were marked by commitments to acquire particular systems
and to develop certain professional skills. These commitments, when fulfilled, served to increase the control of local participants over their computing setting as well as realizing additional constraints on how existing
computing arrangements could be changed in the future. Such actions
were taken to sustain and extend both the capabilities of their ensemble of
computing systems and the operating capacities of local participants. In
addition, the history of commitments in both settings was such that participants invested significant amounts of social resources (e.g., time, skill,
and sentiment) in order to mobilize the mix of technological resources for
use in their work.
7.3 Narrow Incentives and Opportunities Motivate Choices
At CSRO, the computing system was clearly sophisticated at the time
of our investigation. We found that most participants chose to use nearly
all of the automated office facilities as they became available. Part of their
incentive was to be compatible with the style and pattern of work done
by others in the organizations. For example, NETMAIL was the only reliable medium for sending messages to participants who worked at all hours
of the day or night. Through the practical use of this facility, participants
learned that they could always receive and respond to messages delivered
in their electronic mailbox. In so doing, they acquired or renewed a
shared meaning of a particular arrangement for interaction with other
CSRO participants. Nonetheless, their regular use of the NETMAIL facilities required their attention and skill when it came to managing the
contents of their mailbox and disk storage.
The expansion of the computer's processing capabilities followed a
similar track. CSRO managers believed that sophisticated and abundant
computer resources were necessary to retain and attract computer science researchers. In turn, the researchers at CSRO came to expect that
sophisticated and abundant computing resources would be at their disposal. The level of availability of processor cycles, memory space, and
disk storage was, however, frequently lower than they expected. These
- - ~
wcre less avaiiabie due to the researchers' pattern of use of these same
resources. When contention for system resources was continually high,
researchers would alter their work periods to find a less congested time. If
they were producing areport rather than developinga large program, they
could easily accommodate these conditions. Conversely, if these conditions persisted, they could shift the focus of their work to report production as appropriate. But when the second processor was added, when the
~
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memory capacity was doubled, and when disk storage capacity was enlarged, they acted to use these again abundant resources by reverting to
former patterns of system use. Thus, when project leaders identified this
routine of behavior, they chose to implement policies ensuring that most
users would have some opportunity to use some sizable portion of available system resources: sizable, that is, to those participants working on
funded projects, and less sizable for the remaining few.
At INSURE, actuarial staff sought to have their systems accommodate
the development of new insurance products, while ISD staff sought to develop or maintain systems that were close to their professional ambitions.
But both had to work together in order that each could pursue their own
interests. When interactions between actuarial staff and ISD staff led to
inconsistent or conflicting system enhancements, interdepartmental liaisons were brought in to mitigate the troublesome situations, This interactional arrangement eventually brought local authority and control over
certain computing resources to the liaisons.
The liaisons also served to help regulate ongoing enhancement and
growth of the facilities for managing the master fiie. They were in a position to aid the production of actuarial reports only to the extent that they
could motivate improved service from the ISD staff or lobby members of
the automation committee for additional system resources. Although they
might expedite production of a report through ISD staff services, their interstitial coordinating role added to the chain of tasks that actuarial users
had to negotiate in producing or modifying their reports. Subsequently,
ISD specialists and actuarial users sometimes took occasion to bypass the
liaison in order to produce a slightly different report. These end-runs Were
taken only when the concerned participants felt that this was the fastest or
easiest way to complete their task. As a result, the liaisons further narrowed and expanded the ways that actuarial users could produce
reports in their interest and the set of systems ISD staff would work with
in pursuing their professional careers.
In both settings, participants often acted to gain more of the available
system resources: to get a bigger share of a bigger pie. Increased access
and use of a complex ensemble of system components facilitates new career options for participants in t h i two organizations Participants' demand for access and use of system resources often exceeded the rate at
which they were provided. In response, managers acted to regulate access in an attempt to achieve some near-optimal arrangement But these
arrangements did not serve everyone equally well. Thus, local computing
arrangements help provide reasons for certain participants to seek ways
to alter their use of available computing resources, to seek alternative
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means of gaining access to these resources, or otherwise to seek ways to
increase their control over these resources so that they can work with
them as they desire.

7.4 Macrostructural Patterns Influence the Character of
Local Computing
At CSRO, service delays, skilled staff, and communications were active concerns for many participants. Due to the homogeneity of service
users and service providers, service delays were primarily distributed by
project affiliation. Users in small or unfunded projects found their access
to system resources was delayed, whereas users on large funded projects
had much easier access. Users in this second class effectively became the
providers of system access to users in the first class at times when consumption of system resources was high. Further, this relationship was
reinforced when the MONITOR facility was implemented to regulate use
of system resources.
The hardware and software configurations in use were salient to the
professional interests and communications of local participants. Additional processing equipment was acquired as part of a strategy by CSRO
project leaders to help retain and attract better computer scientists to
CSRO. The BB and NETMAIL systems and the multicomponent text
processing system were adopted by local specialists eager to demonstrate
their technical competence and professional allegiance to peers in other
settings. Further, users of the text processing facilities indicated that such
facilities were necessary in order to produce documents of "professional
quality." For these users, professional quality meant the appearance of
the final document (i.e., formatting, type font) as well as its substantive
literary and intellectual merits. The audience for these documents was of
course computer science researchers in other organizations: organizations where these participants might eventually seek employment. Wellreceived, professional-quality reports could then be instrumental in facilitating career opportunities elsewhere.
At INSURE, the provision of computing services was clearly linked to
career opportunities for both specia!ists and actuarial users. As software
facilities for managing transactions and report generation became more
embedded in organizational procedures and new facilities were adopted,
finding specialists interested in working with old cost-effective applications became harder. There are few professional rewards for maintaining
older systems simply to keep local users satisfied. On the other hand, in
developing a portion of a new system a specialist could easily become
more highly regarded both inside and outside the firm. The specialists re-
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sponsible for maintaining the vintage Univac-I1 programs were aware of
this, and thus they negotiated an arrangement whereby they would receive training and spend at least half of their time working with the contemporary facilities. Actuarial users also came to value professional computing experience.
Part of the work of actuarial users is to develop new insurance products. The design of these products is derived from computations on data
stored in the master file. In addition, the development of these products
requires a set of computational routines-an
application program-to
implement the coinciding transaction processing and report generation.
Since developing new insurance products is part of the job that actuarial
users perform and are rewarded for, being skilled in specifying, designing,
and even coding the necessary computations is a professional asset. Many
eager junior and midcareer actuaries actively pursue these activities as
part of their strategy for advancement within the firm. But this experience
and familiarity with computing specialist skills also helps them to better
comprehend and work around the kinds of service delays that ISD specialists frequently encounter. ISD specialists, in turn, prefer to interact
with those actuarial users (via liaisons) more fluent in system development than with those who are less eager to become involved with computing operations in putting together new products. Subsequently, this distribution of computing expertise across actuarial users and ISD specialists
helps raise the quality of computing services and the ease with which certain actuarial reports will be produced at INSURE.
At both CSRO and INSURE, the configuration of hardware and software systems is linked to the career options of local participants. Not all
participants are equally closely bound to local computing arrangements,
When oppoTtunities for professional advancement exist in the labor market, and when experience in developing or using is a major path to this
advancement, the local computing systems will be further developed and
used to that end. However, if participants see few or no such opportunities, then innovation, as well as the ease with which iocal computing SYstems will be used and kept operational, will decline, and the systems will
become less well understood, more demanding to use, and more costly to
snstain
7.5

Computing Systems Evolve through Fitting and packaging

Structurally, computing work is an ensemble of computing tasks. There
are many task chains that intersect different participants' work. But cornputing task chains denote kinds of work activities that depend upon a varlCtY of computing resources.
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Existing task chains can become tangled and knotted when they interlink. This disordering occurs when participants alter, plug up, or bypass
established workflows. Administrative discretion in handling an "exceptional situation" might entail skipping regular events or states in a task
chain. At CSRO, an organizational fight emerged among different users
over who was to have terminals at his disposal. The contention over terminals surfaced at a time when particular users hoarded terminals while
trying to finish a report by a scheduled deadline. All of the affected users
(about 10 individuals across three project groups at the time) utilized
CSRO's text processing system to produce their reports. Project managers then intervened with a policy directive that assigned terminal-sharing
conditions among all users. In affecting all system users, this poiicydirected rearrangement represents an unplanned excursion around the
previously established production stream for text document generation.
But such a bypass was deemed necessary by project managers to ensure
the continuity of work and the regular flow of reports, and to restore cooperation among users. In contrast, at INSURE, problems in handling or
verifying customer transaction data occurred with sufficient frequency
that most of the data management application software was developed to
routinize what were previously exceptional situations.
A task chain can be unclogged through congenial, covert, or coercive
negotiation between the affected participants. Another important way to
unclog recurrently congested work flows is through computing innovation, be it with a new system development or an enhancement to some
existing system. At both lNSURE and CSRO, participants regularly untangled knotted task chains through incrementally innovating their local
computing arrangements.
At CSRO, the growth of the computer's configuration did not follow a
long-term plan and coherent design. Rather, the central computer system
was expanded to achieve circumstantial relief from regularly congested
use. As system capacities were expanded, an increased level of system
resource utilization soon followed. Similarly, the office automation facilities were developed with system components either provided by vendors,
imported from other research organizations, fabricated by local specialists, or- arihanced from local versions that had proved reliable in regular
use. This ensemble of software components evolved in a piecemeal manner rather than through a well-conceived implementation plan.
Each office automation innovation, when assimilated into the production lattice, lengthens and links the repertoire of computing tasks and
computing resources in which users become versed. For example, as
users worked with the text system to produce their documents, they acquired a style of working whereby text in one section or document is du-
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plicated or relocated into another. Instead of developing new text for each
section or document, many users followed this style of document generation via text replication because it is easy to do with available computing
facilities. Though this may help some users produce more documents than
otheswise possible for them (hence increasing their productivity), the documents are produced via very many short-lived intermediate drafts. This
reflects a style of work that users follow in producing reports. Thus, the
form and content of reports produced with local computing arrangements
were both the cause and consequence of the practical use of automated
office components.
At INSURE, facilities for data base management accumulated for more
than 20 years. As each new facility was added, prior facilities became
more embedded in routine operations. Similarly, as each facility became
assimilated into organizational routines, it became increasingly difficult
and costly to add newer systems into the assembly of embedded components, As newer components were added, specialists treated their familiarity and skill with the older system as undesirable and something to get
away from in order to maintain professional mobility. But as the labyrinth
of software components was meshed and coupled in new mays, actuarial
users became more involved in further developing and changing local sYstem capabilities. Developing new insurance products was their business,
and reports generated by some new system configuration signified their
success in getting those products developed. In sum, new computing arrangements for data base management appear to be necessary for
continuing INSURE'S operations, while at the same time the actions local
participants take in performing these operations make the development
and appearance of new computing arrangements for managing data, generating reports, and retaining skilled staff necessary
In both CSRO and INSURE, computing innovations have to fit the career contingencies and work style of local participants as well as system
configurations and organizational procedures. As computing innovations
were assimilated into the background infrastructure for computing, the fit
and packaging of other system components and work arrangements could
shift. In these situations, the regular flow of system enhancements became
both necessary and sufficient for improving the fit and packaging of local
computing arrangements to the Aow of work.

7.6 Synthetic Observations
Dealing with local computing arrangements is sometimes problematic,
Yet necessary and enriching for instrumental use. Various features of the
local infrastructure support, constrain, and facilitate opportunities for
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computing use (cf. Gasser and Scacchi, 1979). The technical base on
which a particular computing system rests, and the networks of service
organizations, vendors, and knowledgeable users nearby are supporting
features of the computing environment. These are necessary; without
them users don't continue to compute for very long. Similarly, these features limit how an organization's computing system is used as well as how
easily it can be used.
The computing infrastructure makes possible new uses of computing. It
facilitates system development and maintenance services, access to system and computing know-how, and other resources costly to readily acquire. However, these same arrangements often give rise to recurring procedural or computational bottlenecks in the production of reports or other
lines of work. These obstructions are usually relieved through some computing innovation. Participants try to alter their computing arrangements
in ways they find make their systems more useful and fulfill their interesta.
Established or embedded computing arrangements cannot be altered at
random. Yet, computing innovations have to conform to or be squeezed
into an existing computing system, participants' work flow, and those organizational operations that are affected.
Similarly, the distribution of computing skill plays a significant role in
shaping the effectiveness of local computing arrangements. The careel.
contingencies that are activated by increased experience with specialized
computing services cannot be ignored as a factor influencing the development of local computing arrangements. Career contingencies play a major
role in mobilizing bias in favor of adopting state-of-the-art systems, i n
avoiding working with "obsolete" systems, and in avoiding equipment
from minor vendors. Thus a computing infi-astructure is inherently necessary, though it concurrently constrains, supports, and enriches the uses of
computing.
The computing web is always part of the context of computer use in any
organizational setting. It is both cause and consequence of the actions
people take in developing and using their computing systems. Any direct
or indirect use of computing will be mediated by the constraints and opportunities provided through the web of people, services, resources, and
organizational setting. The preceding two cases and the investigation: of
other analysts of computing packages indicate that a significant variety of
computing arrangements does occur. Variation in these arrangements
shapes the ease with which local participants pursue alternative lines of
action. In all, the local computing web is a structural context in which participants innovate their computing arrangements, accomodate these innovations, and in turn evolve them into a new web.
We have used a web model for analyzing the cases of CSRO and
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INSURE presented in Section 6 . Earlier, we asked what insights we
might gain in following a web model rather than a discrete-entity rnodel
when examining computing in an organizational setting. Seven observations can be drawn from this analysis beyond the assumptions of the web
model and the five propositions examined above:
1. Computer systems are dynamic entities. Organizations continually
alter their computing arrangements and "the computer system" is a linguistic fiction. Today's configuration may not have been in place yesterday, and may only last a few months.
2. The distribution of computing resources and system configurations
is tied to career contingencies of local participants.
3. Control over access to computing resources is central to the productive activities of participants, though continually in flux.
4. Access to computing resources shapes the complexity of computing tasks for participants.
5 . Computing innovations can either increase or decrease the complexity of local computing arrangements, depending upon how they are
packaged and fit.
5. Participants negotiate significant amounts of resources in trying to
develop and use local computing arrangements in a way they prefer.
7 . The outcomes of negotiations in which participants engage determine (a) the growth and manageability of the local computing infrastructure, (b) what affects the costs and benefits of computing in a complex
organization, and (c) how these costs and benefits will be distributed
among participants

None of these observations follows from a discrete-entity model of con]puting in organizations. Terms such as career contingencies and resource
negotiations are not part of the conceptual vocabulary of discrete-entity
models. Yet these terms help to better define the conditions to be found
when people become involved with computing in their organizational settings. These seven observations are consistent with web models of COmputing, but they are not exhaustive. Moreover, they also do not easily
align with any single analytic perspective. They draw from the three t h o ritical perspectives and vocabularies. But this seen?. appropriate in order
to develop sensible accounts of the actions of participants in each of the
two settings discussed.
7.7 Theoretical Perspectives Revisited

In examining these two cases we have not aid special attention to the
slice of computing development and use best explained by each of the
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three theoretical perspectives which can be used to frame sharp web
models: structural, interactionist, and political. While we believe that
workable theories will probably be framed in terms of cal-eful models
which draw from two or more perspectives (Scacchi, 19811, at times we
find it useful to keep them distinct. One reason for this distinctness is that
analysts of each persuasion will focus on different elements as problematic.
For structural analysts (as for discrete-entity analysts), the overall effectiveness of computing developments is a central concem in these
cases. While some facilities at CSRO (e.g., BB) and INSURE work pretty
much as planned and officially described, others are problematic. Sometimes expected outcomes do not materialize because the technical systems being altered are not easily modeled and there is substantial uncertainty about their behavior under dynamic conditions (e.g., upgrading
memory and processors at CSRO to gain improvements in DECsystem10 performance).
Other times, software packages will have untoward side effects (e.g.,
ARCHIVE erased files needed by major NETMAIL users when they left
CSRO for a few days). Other facilities, such as MONITOR at CSRO
could be worked around by sly users. Overall, the rich computational
ecology is composed of elements which are often loosely or moderately
coupled, but which can interact in complex ways under special circumstances. Moreover, computer users can influence these dynamics by the
way they organize their own activities within the computational ecology.
But structural approaches are relatively mute about the forces which
drive the behavior of people such as computer users and system developers. The users who work around MONITOR at CSRO or those who
began to work by day when an improved DECsystem-10 performance
was promised are not following some deterministic plan.
A key structural element which influences the overall effectiveness of
these computing arrangements is the kinds of delays faced by computer
users. The kinds of delays, their repercussions, and their sources differ
substantially at CSRO and INSURE. At INSURE, access to expertise
was scarcer than at CSRO and delays in (re)developing computing appIications were more common. in contrast, at ZSRO, some slaR faced
delays in getting access to terminal time and CPU cycles. In neither organization were these delays randomly distributed. At INSURE, users of
older or less visible programs faced delays in having programs altered or
repaired. At CSRO, the staff of smaller or less well-funded projects were
more likely to face delays in obtaining computer access. The structural
analyst faces an easier time in explaining the distribution of delays at
CSRO than at INSURE. In short, larger projects attract critical portions
of extramural funds which are essential to keep CSRO as a going concem.

Their productivity is most critical, and by providing them with the best
access, CSRO's managers intelligently distribute delays in computing so
as to minimize organizational uncertainty (Hickson er al., 1971).24The political analyst has a less arcane formulation of the same phenomenon:
groups with more extramural funding are more powerful, and access to
computing power follows organizational power (Pfeffer, 1981).
Explaining the differential attention given to the programs running on
the DBMS and those written in the obsolete Univac Autocoder at
INSURE requires a richer conceptual approach. First, computer skills
are highly differentiated across types of applications, programming languages, machines, and modes of computing (e.g., graphics versus networking), Computer specialists usually prefer to work with newer systems and "state-of-the-art" technologies. Career mobility, providing
richer job opportunities for those with highly marketable skills, plays a
strong role in encouraging programmers to avoid obsolete technologies.
In addition, there is a mobilization of bias to prefer newer technologies to
older ones, on aesthetic and ideological grounds.
There is relatively little behavior in these cases which requires a
strongly political perspective. Since we have found political themes central in other investigations of computing in organizational life (Kling,
1978a,b,d; Danziger et a)., 1982), we do not believe that a political perspective is useless. Conflict is most salient when valued resources are limited, or social arrangments cannot be organized so as to satisfy the preferences of all actors simultaneously. The second of these conditions is more
likely to be found in the deployment of information systems of large social
scope, such as TRACKER in the Audiola case (Albrecht, 1979; Markus,
1979). At the time our data were collected, there were few sharply defined
battles over scarce resources at either INSURE or CSRO. At other times,
the development and use of computing may have been more bound UP in
intra- or interorganizational conflicts. For example, at the time data were
collected, several minicomputer systems were located in departments
outside of the central computer facility (ISD). We suspect that deploying
the first few of these was very likely a center of conflict involving the ISD
managers, managers in the computer-using department, the computer
steering committee, and possibly managers elsewhere in tile firm. If this
decision was the center of conflict, it was long resolved by the time of our
field study. The politics of computer deployment were no longer active
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24 Uncertainty absorption appears to be a necessary, but not a sufficient condition for
traorganirational power. Another critical condition met by the major projects at CSRO Is
that the group's work cannot be easily subcontracted (Hinings er a / . , 1974). See Heffer
(1981, pp. 101-115)for acareful discussionofthese andother structural bases for the Power
of organizational subunits.
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and salient for users or developers of the computing arrangements for
supporting actuarial analyses.
It is also possible that there are political conflicts in other arenas which
influence local computer use, but which are unknown, unreported, or
taken for granted by our respondents. For example, the funding decisions
within the Federal agencies which supported CSRO may have had
strongly manifest politics for an analyst observing the annual budgeting
for research centers. Or future computing decisions may become a more
manifest center of controversy and coalitional behavior at lNSURE or
CSRO.
It would be extremely usefirl to be able to predict where and when conflicts over computing arrangements will be extremely salient, and when
they will be of little significance to participant^.^^ Unfortunately, the research literature is mute on many of these matters. Most analysts simply
adopt a particular theoretical perspective (or mixture of perspectives) and
develop what findings they can frame within it. In the literature on organizational decision making, Allison's (1971) study stands alone in examining
a common body of data from more than two perspectives. But his pioneering work sheds little light on the comparative bite and relative bearing
of the perspectives he examines. The literature which examines computing in particular is also rather mute on these matters. Markus (1979, pp.
238-245) suggests conditions under which formal-rational, sociocult~ral,~%and political perspectives might have the greatest explanatory
power for explaining the acceptance of computing innovations. This nseful contribution is, however, limited in scope-since it focuses on one
issue and uses one variable (e.g., locus of control) as an explanatory factor.
Rather than simply "horse racing" perspectives, we believe that it is
most useful to learn what kinds of explanatory power each allows. As a
research strategy, the use of several perspectives in parallel allows a
richer array of behavior and potential lines of explanation to be tapped
(Kling, 1982). In addition, it is still an open and useful question how the
different perspectives bear on each other. For example, at CSRO, we
found that the distribution of delay in access to computing (a structural
concept) paralleled the distribution of power of the project groups. Similarly, a concern for career development (an interactionist element) led to
differentials in the delays of programming support at INSURE. These are
minor but useful illustrations of a line of analysis which merits further
development.

'' Observing the presence of substantial conflict is simply the beginning, not the end of a
political analysis. S e e , For example. Danrigei el ol. (1982).
Her model mixes elenients o f the human relations and interactionist perspectives
(Kling. 19801.
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Conclusions

This article asticulates the assumptions of web models of computing
and examines their conceptual element^.^' Web models emphasize the
way in which some focal computing resource is produced by a network of
producers and consumers which we call a production lattice. The production lattice for a particular computer-based system or service is a social
organization which is itself embedded in a larger matrix of social and economic relations ("macrostructures") and is dependent upon a local infrastructure. According to web models, the macrostructures of broader social relations and the local infrastructure shape the kind of computerbased service made available at each node of the production lattice. Since
workable computing arrangements are hound up with the infrastructures
available, and since these evolve over time, computing developments are
shaped by a set of historical commitments. In short, web models view
computing developments as complex social objects constrained by their
context, infrastructure, and history.
Web models are most applicable to complex computer-based systems
and services which couple many different groups in their development,
operation, and use. Their infrastructure is inseparable from "the computer system." Huge systems such as the World-Wide Military Command
and Control Systems (WWMCCS) (Comptroller General, 1979a) and the
Air Traffic Control system (Wise et a/.,1980) most readily come to mind.
But one need not search for examples at the extremes of scale or complexity to find situations where web models have more explanatory power
than the conventional discrete-entity models. In this article, we exarnined automated information systems in two medium-sized organizations
(Audiola and INSURE), and office automation in a scientific laboratory
'CSRO). In these three cases, web models helped shed new light on the
social activities that shape the development and use of relatively mundane
computing arrangements.
Audiola, CSRO, and INSURE varied considerably in their wealth and
the kinds of technology used. CSRO and INSURE were rich, and Audioia, the pedagogical case, was relatively poor. But staff in all three orgallizations spent considerable energy fiddling wiiil their computing resources-reorganizing them, fitting in new resources, repackaging, etc.
Each organization's current choices were influenced by the history of
commitments they made. The systems we examined in these cases are not
well described by the pallid labels "success" or "failure." CSRO and

'' Precursors of the web rnodeltbrmulatian

c a n be found in Kling and Scacchi (1979) a n d

have been implicit in studies done by others (Alter, 1980; Coulam, 1977: Fallows, 1981:
Goodman 1979~:King and Kraerner, 1981: Kraemer and King, 1981a.b: Mumford and
grew. 1'176).
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INSURE are both viewed as very "successful" computer-using organizations by observers inside and outside (Scacchi, 1981). Their systems
are useful and used. But they are also problematic: their operation and
incremental enhancement is embedded in a much larger matrix of technical and social relationships which make reliable use, purposive changes,
and expected stability all uncertain.
We believe that web models shed greater light on socially and technically complex, embedded computing developments than do discrete-entity models. At best, discrete-entity models account for the differential
(dis)advantage provided by a new technology, organizational arrangement, or technique. Since they are context-free, discrete-entity models
can be used to describe the results of many simple experiments. In discrete-entity analyses, all things being equal is the rule, while the social
setting of technical development and use is largely ignored. That neglect
is usually untenable when the organizational setting or the technology itself is complex. Even simple technologies may be compromised by complex, demanding settings. Fallows, for example, reports the bizarre case
of a simple flashlight developed in the United States Air Force which was
expanded to a multipurpose, unwieldy, and unworkable triservice flashlight (Fallows, 1981, pp. 50-51).28
In this article, we examined how socially complex technologies are also
"compromised" from an abstract ideal when the production lattice spans
several organizational subunits and draws upon staff with different occupational specialties and lines of work. We have not organized this article
to test the relative explanatory power of the discrete-entity and web
modeis. Rather, we have used the discrete-entity model as a foil and have
spent most of our attention in explaining the conceptual elements of web
models. We have focused on the development of and use of computing
within organizations and have ignored the interaction between the public
and computer-using organizations. Web models are useful here also
(Kling, 1981; Laudon, 1980; Sterling, 1979, 1980). Unfortunately, the interactions between the public and computer-using organizations have
been little studied. In this section we have emphasized those empirical
studies which shed sharp light on the dynamics of computing development and use, and have unfortunately reflected a significant gap in the
research literature.
Despite our enthusiasm for the value of web models, they are not carefully articulated in the research literature. Many of the studies we have
cited strongly bear on these models, or use them implicitly. This article
advances the literature by coherently articulating the character of these

models and examining some important propositions which are consistent
with them. These analyses can be developed further by: (a) developing
specific web models for particular aspects of computing development and
use (e.g., negotiations over design, consequences of use in organizational
life); (b) carefully testing web models against sharply drawn alternatives;
and (c) translating web model descriptions into useful normative guideline~.~~
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28 See also the case of a joint Air Force-Navy
tactical fighter-bomber, the F-11 I , reported by Coulam (1977),

Appendix A. The Structure of Computing

Section 4.1 introduced some key concepts for describing the structure
of computer based systems support and operations: (1) lines of work and
going concerns; (2) production lattices; (3) the structure and infrastructure of computing; and (4) the structure of computing environments. They
were introduced with some simple illustrations drawn from the Audiola
case. Here, their theoretical role and rationale are explained more carefully.
Al.

Lines of Work and Going Concerns

If one wants to predict how people will integrate computer-based systems into their organizational activities, it helps to know what people actually do and care most about when they act in organizations. Formal job
descriptions provide a useful first approximation. One expects a detective
working a homicide detail and a purchasing agent for Audiola to spend
their workdays doing radically different things. Purchasing agents do not
wander into a city police department investigating homicides (by day),
and detectives do not spend their days negotiating the purchase of electrical parts and checking on late shipments. But formal job descriptions provide little insight into the ways in which people go about their work, and
even less insight into their ways of negotiating with others in their work
worlds. Actual patterns of computer use depend as much on these work
styles, over which many computer developers and users have substantial
discretion.
If one wants to know whether a purchasing agent at Audiola will update
the lead times in TRACKER, it is not sufficient to know that i t is "a part
Web models treat infrastructure us essential for complex technical systems. In prescriptive terms, they link new developments to their necessary infrastructural support The normative guidelines, fur example, would differ from discrete-entity guidelines by suggesting
early developments of infrastructural support and strategies to circumvent specific macrostructorai constraints.
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of his job." Most jobs have many parts. When people have some discretion over what parts of their work to emphasize, they usually emphasize
some tasks over others. Some people, such as the senior industrial engineer at Audiola, may go out of their way to play with computers. Others,
such as the overloaded purchasing agents, may prefer to spend their time
negotiating purchases rather than updating lead times in TRACKER.
One may advance many different explanations for differences in
people's style of computer use. Differences are common and styles of
computer use cannot be easily predicted a priori by knowing a person's
formal responsibilities.
Line of work (Gerson, 1982) connotes what people actually do in a job,
in contrast with their formally defined activities. It helps us express such
ideas as: "Purchasing agents see their line of work as negotiating sales
rather than feeding computers data." "Some engineers find developing
new computer applications to be an entertaining and absorbing activity
which they can justify in their lines of work." Or: "Trust investment
counselors don't simply act as passive advisors. Their lines of work require that they convince their clients that they are making sound investments. Any device that helps their negotiations, whether a catchy economic theory or a nice computer graphic display, is likely to be tried to
keep turning over clients' funds and making the commissions."
The activities undertaken by an organization, and their relative emphases, also differ from those that are described by a list of formal goals or
defining principles. For example, elementary schools do not just educate
children. They socialize, baby sit, and provide a place for kids to meet
other kids. They serve as, among other things, places of employment for
teachers, and consumers for the textbook and school supply industry. It is
not enough to say that schools serve many roles, as if there were a fixed
list. In the terms of Everett Hughes (1971), schools are going concer17s.
This term indicates the overlapping activities that enable schools to provide a wide anay of participants with value enough to perpetuate the activity. Because most organizations, like schools, encompass an array of
overlapping and sometimes conflicting lines of action, programs for
planned social change which are narrowly conceived often fall far short of
their announced goals.
The formal goals of an organization are often insufficient to explain why
certain critical patterns of computing development and use occur. For example, in Sections 6 and 7 , we reported how the staff of a research institute which employs automated text processing became quite concerned
with the typographical quality of their papers in addition to their scientific
and literary merits. hrblishing reports with attractive type fonts developed into an index of professional quality, and helped the institute main-
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tain an image of high professional quality within its research community.
.'Lines of work" and "going concerns" are more apt expressions than
"formal tasks" and "official goals" for examining the ecology of actions
(Long, 1958) which compose organizational life and into which computing
developments are grafted. Additional depth and detail may be found in
Strauss (1978) and Perrow (1979).
A2.

Production Lattices

When people interact with some narrowly defined computing resource
(e.g., waiting for a computer-generated report, altering a program, using a
text editor), they often deal with a wider array of computing resources
and social relations within which the focal resource is embedded. Users of
computer-based information systems differ considerably in the extent to
which others provide their critical information and computing resources.
Near one extreme is the person who depends upon many different
groups and organizations to provide appropriate services.30In an organizational setting, where the labor essential for collecting, organizing, coding, and auditing data is spread over many subunits, and computing operations are handled in another group, some users simply could not take
over all these activities. Even to take on some of these activities would
compromise their own time devoted to their current lines of work.
Some examples may help illustrate this common and important situation, Suppose that the production scheduler at Audiola3' wants a new report format. He is unlikely to simply reprogram the TRACKER system
and autonomously develop and receive reports in the new format. In typical situations, he is likely to negotiate the system change with several Parties: other schedulers (to get a consensus in favor of the change), the material control manager, the data processing manager, and the programmer
working on TRACKER. Other parties could also be involved if the
change were large enough to require the approval of the data processing
manager and a data processing steering committee.
The list of potentially active parties does not end there. Other departments such as purchasing or receiving could be involved if the new report
Closer still to this extreme is the ciierlr uf a computer-i;;lng organization who depends
upon some computer-based record for service. Not only does he depend upon the staffof the
service-providiu organization to keep accurate records, render services as contracted, elc.,
but also he depends upon them to correct errors and even set up adequate procedljres for
ensuring that errors are easily detected and corrected. Sterling's study of the difficultlesthat
consumers have in correcting errors in automated billing systems suggests that these ]atter
lines of action are often difficult (Sterling, 1979).
See Section 3 for the Audiola case.
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included new data which they would have to provide. Other orgrrnizafions
could also be involved, less directly: the firm which originally developed
TRACKER didn't provide adequate software documentation, thereby
making it hard for the programmer to make sense of some parts of the
code and consequently increasing the time and cost of certain alterations;
Datacrunch's sales representative might have been encouraging the data
processing manager to upgrade to a Datacrunch 2000/A, and temporarily
to suspend alterations being made to programs written in DATAMAZE.
Other actors, more remote and less interested in the activities at Audiola
can also be influential: local colleges teach programming using machines
from betterknown vendors such as IBM or DEC. They help create a labor
pool of programmers who are experienced in IBM or DEC computing environments and to whom Datacrunch machines may appear alien and less
interesting.
In short, the production scheduler may have to interact with a relatively
large set of individuals, groups, and organizations to make even a "simple" report change.
At the other extreme is the person who provides most computing services for himself. The person who balances his checkbook with his own
pocket calculator using data he enters exemplifies this extreme. Close to
this extreme is the person who uses a personal computer for some "selfcontained" activity such as writing reports or making simple financial calculations using data which he has provided and entered. To the extent
that all critical computing resources are controlled by the user (e,g., access to equipment, programming, data entry, maintenance), the computOf course, no one is wholly isolated,
ing world dramatically c01lapses.~~
and even the one-man computer center may depend upon others for ad-

" The particular fascination of microcomputeis is that they allow more developers and
users to exercise larger self-cantrol aver what has heretofore been one of the scarcest and
most expensive computing resource: CPU cycles. These developments, which are often
hailed as the "wave of the future,'' are misperceived when it is assumed that the t i c - nf m
..-". "
mlcroprocessor automatically collapses the rest of the computer users' dependencies into
almost complete self-sufficiency (Garrett and Wright, 1981).
Access to computing resources is differentiated and organized. Even access to personal
computin~resources is organized through the market arrangements for jelling systems, expertise, and software (Cassei and Scacchi, 19791. Most automated applicatioos-such as
information systems, statistical analysis, and tent processing-depend on access to a vari" -ery or CKs: data, applications, support software (e.g., operati& systems and software
tools), and various kinds of expertise. Some applications require little sharing of data. Computational resources may then be segmented so that individuals can use their own machines.
For other applications, which require the sharing oflarge amounts afdata among users, such
as air traffic contml (Wiseel 01.. 1980) or TRACKER at Audiola, the introduction of microcomputers will be less significant in simplifying the social worlds of computer use.
~~~~~~

~

~~~
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vice about how to best use his equipment, and upon equipment vendors
for hardware repairs and additional equipment. But, for this one user,
many of the negotiations over access to computing resources depend on
taking into account the advice of others and making up his own mindrather than having to convince a widely dispersed array of actors with
other interests at heart.
Between the two extremes of users-those who are implicated directly
and ~nextricablyin a vast web of social and technical arrangements and
those who can isolate themselves-are many computer users (and software developers): (i) those who depend on others for varying fractions of
their critical CRs; and (ii) those for whom negotiating new resources deaends upon a smaller or larger collection of resource controllers and interested parties.
We use the terms "production chain" and "production Lattice" in
characterizing the way in which a user of computer based servlces receives critical computing-related resources from others. Consider a chain
of provider-client relationships which connects the end-users of information service to providers of data and raw computing (CPU cycles). The
user of an information service (such as a person who receives a computerprinted check or report) as he looks into the underlying computer system
sees a sequence of groups who: (a) gather and prepare the data for routine
processing; (b) develop and operate the computer application(s1 which
process the information; and (c) produce and provide raw CRs, such as
CPU cycles, compilers, etc. We call such a chain of providers and clients
who support the production of some specific computer-based service a
production chain. The production chain for a specific computing service,
such as receiving monthly status reports or credit card bills, becomes particularly visible when a person or group which is outward on this production chain tries to alter information or computing arrangements requiring
changes several steps down the chain (Kling and Gerson, 1977).
In fact, this production chain is better modeled as a lattice of social relations since links (a)-(c) can be complex patterns of groups which may be
located in several distinct organizational units. For example, in automated information systems such as TRACKER, data are collected from
several departments, audited by other departments, and processed in still
other departments. Computing services may even be provided by a third
party, and the applications software by a fourth party. Under these conditions, a "computing system" depends so critically upon a social organization that
it is at least as appropriate
to call it a social organization as it is to
.~~
-- call it a set of information flows and algorithms or a machine.
These groups in a production lattice may be bound together through different kinds of social relations. Two common arrangements are for the
~~~~
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groups to be3": (i) subunits of the same organization sharing a common
locus of authority; or (ii)customer and client with a contractual obligation
for specific services.
Examples of alternatives (i) and jii) are commonplace: data gathered by
one group are keypunched by another; applications used by one group are
provided by another (such as a local programming group or an outside
vendor), and so forth.
These arrangements can be particularly troublesome for software products which depend upon extremely specialized expert knowledge for their
construction and maintenance, and which are often used long after the designers have left the scene.
New computerized technologies have no unequivocal relationship to
the length and complexity of production chains in which they are embedded. Stand-alone microprocessor applications which are operated by their
users clearly shrink the length of the chains they face. But other technologies such DBMS and networks provide additional data manipulation and
communication leverage at the expense of lengthening the production
chains. A DBMS requires a data base administrator to help organize data
and files. Networks add new protocols that facilitate internode communication. They also add third parties who provide network communications
and interfacing.
A3.

The Structure and Infrastructure of Computing

The sequence from information system user to provider of raw computing is layered into the nodes of a production lattice. Each actor, looking
inward toward the basic CRs on which he depends, sees a structuring of
particular resources to which he has direct access as well as other CRs
which help produce his own resources, but which lie out of reach.
We find the term infmstructure useful to describe certain critical resources, whether close at hand or more remote. Urban planners and economists treat the "infrastructure of a city" as a basic physical plant which
helps support other valued activities. Typically, the physical iufrastructure of a city includes its utilities and transportation system. Ilchman and
Uphoff (1969, p. 35) have usefully expanded the term to include a wider
variety of administrative, social, and political investments to make a ser-

'' Either kind of relationship may work well on the average. Difficulties occur for (i) when
the common locus of authority is so far up the organizational hierarchy that authoritative
action cannot be relied upon to resolve relatively minor but frustrating problems. Difficulties
occur for (ii) when the contract does not carefully specify the range of necessary services in
adequate detail.
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vice more efficient and more responsive. We apply their expanded conception to the case of computing developments.
In general, each actor sees a structured set of computer-based services
or resources which are directly available. Supporting these are other resources which we label as infrastructure. In practical terms, a user of a
computer-based service has access to certain focal CRs. These differ, depending on where in the lattice of service provision he sits and on the specifics of his setting. Apurchasing agent at Audiola, for example, may have
both printed reports and a computer terminal, while a production controller may have only a set of printed reports. These resources are structured
insofar as they are available at certain times, are placed in certain locations, may be altered in a specific manner, etc.
Those investments and procedures which supp0r.t the provision of
these reports we treat as "infrastructure for computer use." This infrastructure includes documents and training aids to explain report formats. It
also includes experts inside or outside the organization (e.g., in professional associations) to explain strategies of computer use and to build morale.
More important, infrastructure also denotes the procedures and institutionalized values for providing these supporting resources. This includes
administrative procedures for ensuring that systems are adequately documented, that specialists and users are trained in new technical skills as
necessary, that errors can be routinely corrected, that strong contracts
can be written to ensure that outside vendors deliver what they promise
on time and within budget, and that resources may be efficiently gained or
relinquished (e.g,,having areport canceled). Moreover, the set of CRs that
are one layer removed, which support, for example, TRACKER, are also
infrastructure investments for the information systems user: the Datacrunch 180013, the DATAMAZE ianguage, the programmers, etc.
One step away in the production lattice are those groups which support
the application, such as TRACKER at Audiola. For a programmer supporting TRACKER, the available CRs include TRACKER, DATAMAZE, the Datacrunch 180013, documents which describe TRACKER'S
programs and data, other staff who understand TRACKER'S operation,
etc. The infrastnlcture of computing support for him includes any software developmeni tools, documents which describe the operations of
DATAMAZE and other computing equipment, professional associations
and trade journals, procedures for taking outside seminars to improve
his skills, provisions for hiring consultants, etc.
The most obvious way that equipment vendors support the infrastructure of local computing is by providing more flexible equipment But
equipment vendors also exert more subtle, but nevertheless significant in-^
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fluence through other means, Good field support when equipment fails is
critical for a smooth-running computer-based system, but vendors vary
considerably in the care with which they provide rapid service. At the
high end, large main frame manufacturers will sometimes station a fulltime person at sites using their equipment on a scale which tallies to millions of dollars a year. At the lower end, new vendors may have a weak
nationally organized service setup. However, some customers of even
better established vendors will at times have trouble with reliable service
support. But troubles also occur when the computer using organization
cannot find adequately skilled staff to operate or maintain local equipment.
Each technique or device within a technology is designed to be used
within a particular technological system. There may be technical linkages
between different parts which must go together to operate efficiently.
Technological innovations then must fit in and link up with existing system parts. This is a basic explanation accounting for the development and
evolution of a technological system. Stewart (1977, p. 108) makes this
point with the following example:
An organization adopts new accounting techniques that involve compute~zarion.Once
introduced an any scale, this provides an incentive for improved computer techniques.
These in turn may lead to other changes in managerial methods, including computerized
payments and stock control. Simultaneou~ly,the accounting innovation imposes requirements for changes in training requirements. Once these changes in training are
achieved, the new work skills permit other innovators t o take for granted a particular
type of trained labor force and design new techniques against this background.

The skills which may be "taken for granted" are often strung out across
the lattice of social relations which support the production of a specific
computerized service. As Stewart indicates, investment in some kinds of
skills precedes the development of other innovations and their requisite
skills. Troubles occur, however, when the earlier skills cannot be taken
for granted. At Audiola, for example, the industrial engineer who was introducing the work-in-process (WIP) system would have liked to take for
granted the presence of TRACKER, DATAMAZE, the Datacrunch
180013, and the skills of certain personnel-of programmers to maintain
this equipment and of the production administrators to use it. By 1979,
these skills could not be easily taken for granted at Audiola because of
staff turnover. Moreover, since the lattice for producing reports from
TRACKER or the new WIP system was stning out over two organizational units and several occupational specialties, no one person knew all
the relevant computing and production management technologies to institute new training courses in all the relevant skills.
This discussion introduces the concept of "infrastructure" and indicates how computer based services depend upon a wide variety of infra-

structural investments for smooth operation. These investments are often
invisible. For example, the time that users spend learning how to use a
new computerized system almost never shows up in an organization's accounting of computer costs; the ~nfrastructuralinvestment in good documents and training aids is more likely to show up. Infrastructural developments are often overlooked. They are distributed along the production
chain and usually are not under the control of one organizational actor.
They are often underdeveloped, and consequently increase the rigidity of
computing and costs of computer use for others down the production
chain.

A4. The Structure of Computing Environments

When the production lattice which supports a particular computerized
service crosses an organizational boundary, or its provision requires the
support and collaboration of people with different occupational specialties, then that computer based service is embedded in a larger mosaic of
social worlds and markets. These include relevant labor markets, and the
organizations within which the production lattice is embedded, Their activities influence the practice of computing, the products desired, and the
products which can reliably be delivered.
It is helpful to have a term denoting this larger mosaic of social worlds,
social relations, markets, etc. The theoretical vocabulary of sociolog~
provides us with two interesting candidates: environment and macrostructurr, "Environment" is the more common term; it has been extensively used by organizational theorists (Thompson, 1967). It denotes
something "outside" the focal social organization or CR. While theorists
often refer to certain properties of an organization's environment, such as
its "uncertainty" or "turbulence," the term "environment" connotes
little structuring. Some analysts such as Withington simply segment the
environment of computing development (e.g., "a user environment")
(Withington, 1979). This segmentation helps, but we still find the resulting
usages understructured.
0rganiIn contrast, "macrostructure" denotes the set union of broader
~-L:-L
:-a2,zational arrangements, and extraorganizational arrangements wll'L1L 1 1 ~ "
ence the production lattice. The main limitation of this term is the possible
presumption that these social and economic arrangements are very we']
ordered when they rarely are.
Our solution is to employ the term macrostructure to denote these
broader relationships and to suggest that they are not amorphous
of the key macrostructures which have important influences on the character of computing developments and use in an organization are:
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Labor Markets. During the 1970s (and now the 1980s). there has been a
severe shortage of skilled computer specialists. To develop and support
computerized systems, one needs skills which are often specific to the
kind of service provided and the equipment used. While these skills may
be learned on the job (and some skills almost always are), training people
with "near" skills may delay for several weeks or months their ability to
work with adequate skill and independence. If an organization attempts to
hire a person with the exact skills it seeks, it will be searching in labor
markets of different density. There are many more programmers with experience programming or using equipment from popular vendors such as
IBM, DEC, or HonneyweIl than there are with experience with less popular vendors such as Harris, Data General, or Cray. Similar observations
apply to the kinds of applications experience sought (e.g., banking administration versus actuarial computations versus real-time satellite communications), programming languages known, kind of managerial experience, etc. (Kling and Gerson, 1978). Some of these combinations are so
common that in any metropolitan region many people will be found in the
applicant net cast by a computer-using organization. Other combinations
will be so rare that the organization will have limited choice of skilled applicants and may have to bear a large portion of the requisite training
costs and forego very skilled staff support in the interim.
Organizations also differ in their ability to attract skilled labor. Organizations vary in their geographical location, pay scales, "image and organizational climate," and the opportunity structure within the organization.
Some organizations are simply more competitive than others in providing
their staffs with better resources. It is unlikely that all organizations will
be equal in their appeal, and those that are poorer will suffer in the competition for skilled staff. There may be little additional penalty for being less
competitive unless the poorer organizations adopt technologies whose infrastructural costs exceed their resources.
Organizational Procedures and Policies. Organizational subunits are
not masters of their own destinies. Many of their policies for handling expensive resources are negotiated with the central administration of the
larger organization. In particular, policies for hiring staff, setting salaries,
purchasing equipment, letting consulting contracts, and overall budgeting
influence the development of local computing resources.

Appendix 8. Four Theoretical Perspectives

A theoretical perspective is a collection of key theoretical cohcepts for
analyzing the role of computing in social life or organizational activities
(Table I). Each perspective also includes central ideas for applying it.
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Four perspectives dominate the l i t e r a t ~ r eEach
. ~ ~ casts a different light
on the significant aspects of computing development and use, as well as
on the terms in which they should he understood. (Table I lists the key
concepts used by each perspective to characterize computing arrangements and the organizational settings in which they ate developed and delivered.)
The formal -rational perspective focuses upon the formal goals of organizations and the publicly sanctioned means to achieve them. Rational analysts usually examine computer applications and their underlying technologies as tools to meet relatively clear goals. The provision of
computing is also viewed as a set of clearly defined tasks which depend
upon specific technologies (e.g., data base systems) and personal skills
(e.g., programming, requirements analysis, training). The major values of
computing are better decisions or faster production of routine transactions and reports. Problems of computer use are viewed as being relatively individual, and best solved by separation into independent, individually solved subproblems.
Scholars who adopt a structural (or cybernetic systems) approach view
organizations and their subunits as entities pursuing multiple (and possibly conflicting) goals in uncertain environments. In contrast with the analysts applying the formal-rational perspective, who tend to look for ~ n i versally effective strategies of computer use, structural analysts view
organizational activities as actions which may be most effective only
under certain carefully defined conditions (contexts).
Structural analysts view organizations as imperfectly coupled task systems which are bound together by noisy channels for communicating and
transferring various materials. The transmission of information and transportation of goods, as well as the making of relevant decisions, will entail
delays. Individuals are viewed as having limited cognitive capabilities. To
compensate for the limited information processing capabilities of their individual members, organizations develop standard operating procedures
so that recurring situations do not have to be continually redecided.
Both formal-rational and structural analyses have a strong normative
thrust, and usually link preferred computing arrangements to organization~!efficie:cy, effsctiveness, or flexibility.
Interactionist andpolitical analyses usually aim at descriptive accuracy
rather than normative prescription. In addition, interactionist and political analyses do not assume the possibility of consensus on goals or effective arrangements among groups or individuals. Rather, both perspectives
view organizations as aggregations of differentiated groups with parochial
interests and isolated views-groups which are often in conflict.

" Kliog and Scacchi (1980) and Kling (1980). See also footnole an p . 23.
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The iwternctionist perspective focuses upon the generation and maintenance of shared meanings in organizations, and the ways in which shared
meanings determine the character of computing arrangements. Groups in
organizations are differentiated pastly by the meanings they ascribe to objects and actions. Within groups, common meanings and ideologies develop.
The prevalence of particular computing arrangements or a particular set
of beliefs about computing is not necessarily predictable in the view of
interactionist analysts. Instead, the interactionist view holds that the "negotiated" outcomes of social interactions determine computing arrangements and beliefs. However, certain people or groups with greater or
lesserpower to define the situations in which interaction takes place, or to
establish the terms of argument, may bias the outcomes of interactions in
their favor (Strauss, 1978a). In addition, people's participation in a variety of reference groups and social worlds, both within and outside the organization, informs the meaning computing has for them.
Preferred computing arrangements, from an interactionist perspective,
are those which align with prevailing beliefs about computing or which
provide arenas for productive social interaction, rather than those which
are, for example, demonstrably most efficient or easiest to use. Accordingly, problems with computing are defined and prioritized based on the
ideologies of computing and work which prevail in the setting at a particular time.
The primary focus of the orgnnizntionnl polirics perspective is upon the
power relationships in organizations and their ramifications for computing
development and use. This perspective, like the interactionist perspective, presumes no underlying harmony of goals or processes in organizations. Instead, organizations are seen as aggregates of groups with diverse
interests, relatively unequal power or authority, and shifting alliances.
The basic aims in organizations, from this perspective, are the survival,
self-aggrandizement, and expansion of key groups. Both conflict and cooperation often become important strategies for action in organizations.
Prevailing computing arrangements are not predetermined, but are the
outcomes of intergroup struggles.
Organizations! politics ana!ysts and interactionists differ, however, on
some critical matters, lnteractionists are preoccupied with the ways in
which actors define their situations. For interactionists, formal control
over certain resources means relatively little, whereas for organizational
political analysts it often means a great deal.
Access to computing resources will most likely be unequal, from an organizational politics perspective, and some groups will receive better,
Easter, or greater amounts of computing services than others. Preferred
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computing arrangements will be those which support the agendas of the
most powerful participants. An important role for computing, from an organizational politics perspective, is the use of computing to enhance key
actors' control over resources and to establish or consolidate their power.
Computing problems are prioritized depending upon the relative power of
those affected by the problems. Thus minor technical problems may still
create major political problems, and receive high priority.
Finally, within each of these four perspectives, one may frame many
different specific theories or models-integrated
sets of propositions.
Thus, one rational theory of the persistence of computing arrangements
may be based on the assumption that arrangements will persist if they
continue to yield organizational benefits which exceed their operating
costs. An alternative rational theory may be based on the assumption that
computing arrangements will persist if they continue to provide benefits,
and any alternative would be more costly to install and operate. All rational theories, nevertheless, may share some common conceptual elements
and assumptions.
Similar observations apply to each of the other theoretical perspectives. Common conceptual elements and premises define each perspective, and many different and specific theories may be framed within each
per~pective.~~
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